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Abstract
Car prices in Europe aze chazacterized by lazge and persistent differences across countries. The purpose of this paper is to document and explain this price dispersion. Using a
panel data set extending from 1980 to 1993, we first demonstrate two main facts concerning caz prices in Europe: (1) The existence of significant differences in quality adjusted
prices across countries, with Italy and the U.K. systematically representing the most expensive mazkecs. (2) Substantial year-to-year volatility that is to a large extent accounted
for by exchange rate fíuctuations and the incomplete response of local currency prices
to these fluctuations. These facts are analyzed within the framework of a multiproduct
oligopoly model with product differentiation. The model identifies three potential sources
for the international price differences: price elasticities generating differences in markups,
costs, and import quota constraints. Local currency price stability can be attributed either to the presence of a local component in mazginal costs, or to markup adjustment
that is correlated with exchange rate volatility; the latter requires that the perceived elasticity of demand is increasing in price. We find that the primary reason for the higher
prices in Italy is the existence of a strong bias for domestic brands that generates high
markups for the domestic firm (Fiat). In the U.K. higher prices are mainly attributed
to better equipped cars and~or differences in the dealer discount practices. The import
quota constraints aze found to have a significant impact on Japanese car prices in Italy,
France and the U.K.. With respect to local currency price stability, 2~3 of the documented price inertia are attributed to local costs, and 1~3 to markup adjustment that is
indicative of price discrimination. Based on these results we conjecture that the EMU will
substantially reduce the year-to-year volatility observed in the car price data, but without further measures to increase European integration, it will not completely eliminate
existing cross-country price differences.

1. Introduction
Car prices in Europe are characterized by large and persistent differences across cotmtries.
Figttres la and 16 plot for each car model the maximtun percentage and absolute bilateral
price difference observed across five distinct markets (Belgitun, France, Germany, Italy and
the United Kingdom) against the average across the five markets price of the model; all prices
are pre-tax, and expressed in a common cturency, ECUs. The price dispersion appears to be
enormotts; on average, the maximum price differential is around 30010 of the car price, implying
that the price of a 10,000 ECU (approximately ~10,000) car can vary by as much as 3,000 ECUs
(or á3,000) between two countries. The percentage differences are fairly constant in the price
of a car, so that the absolute price differences become even larger as we move towards more
expensive models.l Moreover, there seems to be no tendency at all (at least not on the basis of
the raw data plots) for the price differences to decline over time; in 1993, the price dispersion
is at least as pronotmced as in 1980.
These price differences have been the foctts of intense public debate in Etuope. Constuner
organizat.ions argtte that the price dispersion is the restilt of geographical mazket segmentation,
allowing for anti-competitive price discriminating practices; such organizations closely monitor
the evolution of price differences, and prefer those to be small (see, for example, the reports
of the Btiresu of Etuopean Constuners Unions (BEUC) in 1981, 1986, 1989, 1992). Industry
insiders, on the other hand, defend the high cross-country price differences as the restilt of
exchange rate fluctuations and tax policies. Empirically, the price dispersion in the European
car market coincides with both large exchange rate movements and substantial, evolving crosscotmtry differences in value-added taxes.

Proponents of this view consider the impending

ctirrency union to be the solution to the problem.

"You can only have price harmony if yon

have a common currency", is an indttstry representative quoted in the New York Times ((New
York Times, Jan. 17, 1996). "Should the single cttrrency arrive", continue the New York Times,
... Ettrope is expected to more closely resemble the United States. Prices wotild vary slightly
region by region, refiecting income differences, shipping costs and other variables, but there
would be fewer shazp differences". This view, however, contrasts with the fmdings of empirical
studies t.hat have attributed the price dispersion to differences in demand elasticities across
national markets (Mertens and Ginsbttrgh (1985)), differences in concentration (Mertens and
Ginsbtugh (1985), Flam and Nordstrom (1994)), lack of tmiform taxation on the valtte added
(Gual (1993)), and differences in import quota constraints (de Melo and Messerlin (1988), Gual
1Graphs of the standard deviation and coefficient of variation of car prices display similar patterns.
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(1993), Flam and Nordstrom (1994)).

It also contrasts with the car manufacturers' active

efforts t.o keep European markets geographically segmented, by maintaining the selectivity of
t.he distribution system, and preventing their dealers from selling to foreign ciistomers (see the
disciLSSion in the next section).
While the source of price disparities may be a sotuce of disagreement among suto experts,
consensus seems to exist that this is an important issue in the European Community.

The

perhaps most provocative statement concerning the issue can be found in Smith and Venables
(1988), who claimed that the most substantial welfare gains associated with European integration woiild arise not from the removal of trade barriers, but from the elimination of firms'
ability to price discriminate across markets. The Commission of the European Communities
also views price differentials as a potential threat to the Eiuopean market integration policies.
Since 1992, it. has conducted price investigations at a bi-annual basis to monitor the evolution
of international price differences. The Commission has repeatedly foimd price differences far in
excess of the 12oJo that were allowed in return for granting manufacturers a restrictive system of
selective and exclusive distribution. Implicit in the effort to keep price differences small is the
presumption that price discrimination is welfare reducing. The latter is rather controversial,
given that economic theory suggests that the welfare effects of price discrimination are ambiguot~s. Against this backgrotmd, and with the European Monetary Union close at hand, it seems
particularly important to understatrd the so~rrces of price dispersion in the European markets.
This paper is part of a bigger project exploring the relationship between price discrimination, economic integration and welfaze in Europe. Our goals in this paper are twofold; describe
the pattern of price dispersion in five major European markets in the 1980's and early 1990's
to obtain the basic "facts" that demand explanation; and identify the sources of cross- country
price differeutials within the framework of an oligopoly model.

In a sequel paper we use the

estimation results from this paper to explore the implications of price discrimination for economic welfare, and address the effects of vazioi~s policy changes such as monetary union, tax
harmonization, and price regulations (e.g, strict enforcement of the European Commission's
12P1o rule) through simulations.
Given the lazge number of existing studies on price dispersion in the European car market,
it is perhaps usefirl to point, out. w}uch features of our analysis distinguish the ciurent work
from previous research.

We believe that otu approach improves on earlier work in three re-

spects. First, in order to adjust for product quality differences that would potentially explain
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cross-country price differences, we constructed a major database containing extremely detailed
disaggregate information on prices, sales, characteristics and production location of approximately 300 models sold in the five markets under consideration in the period 1980-1993.

In

addition to allowing us to control for quality differences, the disaggregate data offer the advantage of enabling tts to conditct the analysis at the firm level, thus avoiding controversial
aggregation assumptions. Second, because our data set has a relatively long time dimension
(14 years), we can explicitly address the effects of exchange rate volatility on price dispersion;
previous studies often based their conclusions on a single year cross-section, thus abstracting
from the role of exchange rates. The third advance is that we analyze the data systematically
within the framework of an oligopoly model with prodttct differentiation. This framework is
needed in order to conduct cotmterfactual policy simulations.

In addition, it enables tLS to

tiltimately address the question whether price differences are the result of cost differences or
price discrimination; and if the latter is the case, further investigate what the sources of price
discrimination are. One interpretation difficiilty that often arises in the context of earlier studies is that while these studies tmambiguottsly establish correlations between exchange rates, tax
differenees, import quotas and cross-country price differentials, it is not clear whether these correlations are indicative of cross-cotmtry cost differences or price discrimination. This problem
is partictilarly acute in the context of exchange rates. Because price dispersion is empirically
highly correlated with nominal exchange rate volatility, price differences are often "justified"
as being due to the high "costs" associated with an overvalued currency.

But the response

of prices to exchange rates (or the lack thereof) may itself reflect markup adjustment and be
therefore indicative of price discrimination.2
We start otu analysis by doctunenting the existence of price dispersion diuing otu sample
period and examiiung whether it appears to be persistent, reflecting the importance of strttctiual
factors, or temporary, due, for example, to exchange rate realignments, that are not passed onto
prices in the short run. Through a series of reduced form regressions we investigate whether
quality adjusted price differences are systematically related to factors such as exchange rate
fluctuations and tax differences.

The reduced form estimation combines hedonic regression

techniques with the pricing-to-market literattire. In this part of the analysis we also examine
whether qtiality adjttsted prices across European countries appear to converge over time, as
European integration progresses, and the year for the realization of the European Monetary
Union (EMU) approaches; if so, what role do exchange rates play in this process?
ZThis is a point that has convincingly been made in the "pricing-to-market" Gterature, and we will return
to it in the next section.
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We next turn into a more systematic investigation of price differences. To this end, we develop and estimate a model of oligopoly with prodtrct differentiation that incorporates exchange
rate fluctuations and tax differences. This framework allows us to decompose the equilibritun
price of each vehicle make into two components: its marginal cost and a markup. The markup
depends in turn on the demand side of the market (own- and cross-price elasticities), the extent
of collusion, and restrictions on demand, such as import quota constraints. Our approach allows
us not only to estimate the mazkup, but also decompose it to its respective determinants to
understand the sources of price discrimination. We are pazticularly interested in identifying the
role of local competition in explaining the cross-country price differentials. Are higher prices in
some mazkets generated by strong preferences for domestic brands?
To evaluate the claim that price differences are generated by nominal exchange rate volatility, partictilar attention is paid throtrghout the analysis to the role of exchange rates in price
determination.

An analysis of the effects of exchange rates on equilibrírun prices and quan-

tities is equivalent to a comparative statics exercise in costs. Exchange rate fluctuations can
(plausibly) be treated as exogenotts shocks that shift the production costs of firms of a pazticrrlaz nationality relative to the costs of the other suppliers in the market. Such shoc.ks rotate
the supply curves of the firms facing currency fluctuations, helping us to identify the demand
elasticities and markups in the relevant markets. Given the focus of our analysis on price differences across markets, we are particularly interested in the effects of exchange rate fluctuations
on prtices. Theoretical work in the area has shown that this response is related to the ctuvature
of the demand schedule.

This has often been viewed as unsettling3, given that it implies a

strong dependence of the results on particular fimctional form assumptions concerning the demand fimction. Raiher than imposing such assumptions a-priori, we estimate a flexible demand
system, and then examine whether our parameter estimates imply a curvature that is consistent
with the observed price response to exchange rate fluctuations. In addition, we investigate the
hypothesis that t.he incomplete response of local currency prices to exchange rate fluctuations
is due to the existence of a local component in mazginal cost.
Methodologically, otir approach is closest to the one adopted in Verboven (1996) who studied
the European suto market in 1990.

His analysis was however limited by the fact that the

focus on a single year corild not - by construction - address the high correlation between
international price differences and nominal exchange rate volatility, which seems to be one of
the most characteristic, if not defining, features of price dispersion in international markets.
3See, for example, the discussion in Krugman (1987).
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Indicat.ively, in 1990, the most "expensive" countries for automobile purchases were the United
Kingdom and Italy; by 1996, this relationship was completely reversed, and the major exchange
rate realignments in 1992 seern to have played an important role in this reversal.4
To preview our resiilts, we doctunent large and persistent cross-country differences of quality
adjtlsted prices, with the U.K. and Italy being systematically more expensive than the other
mazkets for almost the entire sample period. While the ranking of the cotmtries remains relatively stable during the 14 years in our sample, the magnitude of the price differentials exhibits
substantial volatility from year to yeaz. This volatility appears to be highly correlated with
exchange rate flirctriations. The descriptive analysis strongly sirggests the presence of local price
stability d~uing exchange rate realignments. This stability is not short-term, due for example to
temporary nominal rigidities; it is also characteristic of the long nm price response to exchange
rate changes.
The estimation results from our empirical model help t~s identify the factors generating the
price differentials and the local price stability. The cross-cormtry price differences are attributed
to cost differences, vazying degrees in the restrictiveness of quota constraints, and the presence
of a strong bias for domestic brands in constuner preferences. This bias implies that domestic
fums face lower price elasticities of demand and charge higher markups. Accordingly, markets in
which domestic firms occirpy a dominant position, are characterized by higher prices; this seems
to be true in Italy, where Fiat is almost a monopoly. These findings explain why Belgitun, the
only coimtry in our sample in which there are no domestic brands and no import constraints,
is charactsrized by lower prices.
Wit.h respect to local currency price stability, we find that a surprisingly large fraction of it
can be attributed to t.he existence of a local component in marginal costs. Markup adjrrstment,
that is correlated with exchange rate volatility, also seems to play an important role.

Orrr

resirlts indicate that the perceived price elast.icities of demand are increasing in price; the
percentage loss in market shaze resitlting from a lqo increase in the price of a car is larger than
the percentage gain achieved throtrgh a 1Qlo price drop; this translates to a tendency for firms
to keep prices relatively stable when faced with cost shocks. We also find some evidence that
the smaller the mazket share is, the more pronounced this convexity is. This is rather intiritive:
a firm occupying a market niche has a lot to lose from a price increase, but little to gain from a
price decrease. Hence, when faced with a cost shock (such as an exchange rate change), it will
4By 1998, however, the U.K. had become the most expensive deatination again.
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keep its price relatively stable, and absorb the shock by adji~sting its markup.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section provides an institutional
analysis of the Etuopean auto market and examines the factors contributing to geographical
market segmentation. In section 3 we take a first look at the data. Section 4 discusses the
empirical model. Section 5 discusses the estimation procedure and the instruments. Section 6
presents our empirical results, and section 7 concludes.
2. Geographical market segmentation and market structure
Despite the removal of all tariffs within the European Community (European Union, now)
in 1968, several non-tariff bazriers remained for many yeazs, while other barriers have even been
introduced on a systematic basis in more recent years. Apart from "common" transportation
and information costs and several bureaucratic formalities, restrictions are related to the differing national systems of t.ype approval, the distribution system, and the reqtiirement of national
registration.
A first obstacle to cross-border trade is caused by the differing national systems of type
approval. Traditionally, each country could adopt its own set of requirements for new caz models. A European framework Directive in 1970 set out a list of 44 "essential requirements" that
needed harmonization throughout the Commtmity.s Although many type approval directives
emanated from this framework Directive, the process has been very slow. The last three directives (covering windscreens, tires and towing weights) have only been agreed irpon in 1992,
as part of the "1992 Program" for completion of the common mazket. Arotmd the same time,
an agreement was also finally reached on common standazds for exhaust emissions; these had
become a major element in specification differences across Eiuopean cotmtries and had not been
foreseen in the original 1970 framework D'uective. For a long time countries had the option
of allowing their rtational standazds to co-exist with the Eiuopean directives; most coirntries
made use of this option. By 1987, only Italy had adopted the European directives as the single
local standard (see BEUC, 1987). The harmonized type approval directives eventually became
mandatory, and fully replaced the national systems in 1995.
The enduring existence of national type approval rules formed a major impediment to
consumers seeking to ptuchase a car abroad.s Costly modifications of the imported vehicle were
SDirective 70~156, Official Journal of the European Communities, nr. L42 of 23 Febr. 1970.
fiFor the organized official importers, problems associated with differing national standazds are, of course,
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often needed. Moreover, in most countries the job of checking and certifying the conformity of
an imported car was entsusted to the official importers. There is no doubt that this procedure
enabled t.hem t.o control and rnonitor the cross-country trade in the cars they were selling
(BEUC, 1982). The granting of a certificate often took several weeks, involved costly trips, and
required fees t.hat bore no relationship to the services provided.r
A second major obstacle to cross-border trade stems from the system of selective and exchtsive distribution. Article 85(1) of the Treaty of Rome prohibits agreements that prevent,
restrict, or distort competition within the European Union. However, several exemptions are
allowed, provided that the imposed restrictions have beneficial effects that cannot be realized
otherwise. For many years, sttch restrictions were implemented through a set of bilateral contracts between suppliers and dealers. Many manufacttuers instructed their dealers (threatening
to withdraw their concessions) not to sell to independent resellers, in particular if the purchase
was intended for export. Discrimination against resellers occurred in several subtle forms: excessive delivery lags, high deposit requirements, reservations to provide guarantee outside the
country of purchase, and higher prices (BEUC, 1981 and 1982). In 1984, a"block" or "group"
exemption to article 85(1) was installed, Regtilation 123~85; it specified in detail the potentially restrictive arrangements that are legally permitted in agreements between car suppliers
and their dealers.e The Regtrlation applied for the period 1985-1995 and effectively introduced
a system of selective and exchtsive disttibution. Selectivity means that the manufacttuer can
choose his~her dealers and restrain them from reselling to anyone but end-users or approved
sellers.

Exclusiveness refers to the right of being the single seller in a designated territory,

implying restrictions to engage in active sales promotion outside the territory (or cotmtry).9
The most significant property of the distribution system in preventing cross-border trade
has been its selectivity. Regtilation 123~85 explicitly specified that there cotild not be a refizsal
to sell to end-users, and that guarantees should remain valid, independent of the cotmtry of
purchase.lo So in theory, consumer rights were protected; in practice, however, life remained
much less significant.
7For example, the general importer of General Motors in Belgium was convicted in 1975 for demanding excea
sive fees with the evident intention to discourage parallel imports. BEUC (1982) reports that one importer even
chazged the difference between the two countries' local prices as a fee for issuing the type-approval certificate.
sThe regulation ~vas explicitly motivated on the grounds that cars are durable goods, and need as such high
quality after-saleaservice through an official distribution network.
9The Monopolies and Mergers Commission Report (1992) deacribes the distinction and subtleties of the
selective and exclusive distribution system in greater detail in 4~ 6.10-6.12 of their report.
~oThe duty to sell to consumers was based on case law before the regulation, the BMW Belgian cases (32~78
and 36-82~78) and the Ford cases (25~84 and 16~84). Note also that surcharges to foreign wnsumers were
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complicated. An anonymot~s dealer survey by BEUC (1986) revealed a refusal to sell to foreign
consumers in 20070 of the cases; excessive delivery lags for right hand drive cars for the U.K.;
and lower discotmts to foreigners. These problems need to be added to the high transportation
and information costs for unexperienced consumers seeking to purchase abroad. Nlirthermore,
Regulation 123~85 formally erected obstacles against independent commercial importers who
attempted to purchase cars in bulk. These were only allowed to act as intermediaries, with a
written piuchase authorization from their customers. This made it muc.h more difficult to carry
several cazs in stock: one could easily be suspected of being a commercial importer once several
cars had been ptirchased on the same name. Mamrfacturers sometimes even attempted to deny
the independent wholesalers their (limited) right of acting as intermediaries, as evidenced by
the Peugeot case in 1991. A Commiuucation by the European Commission later relaxed the
restrictions against the activities of independent commercial importers. It. allowed professional
suthorized agents to engage in parallel imports subject to the quantitative restriction that no
more than lOQlo of a dealer's sales cotild go to a single parallel importer.ll

The communicar

tion nicely ilhistsates how manufacttuers have indeed attempted to raise consiuner costs of
ptrrchasing a car abroad.
The 1985 Regtilation also stated that the European Commission could withdraw the benefits
of the Regulation in several instances, in particiilaz "where, over a considerable time period,
prices or conditions are applied which differ substantially between Member States and where
differences are chiefly due to the obligations exempted by this regulation."

In such circum-

stances, independent commercial importers would be allowed to purchase cazs in bulk in one
country and resell them in another. The maximally allowed international price differences were
included in an original draft Regiilation, but removed in the final version. They appeared, in
weaker form, in a Commimication notice accompanying the reglilation.12 It stated that price
differences between two member states (excluding the high tax countries Danmark and Greece)
should not exceed 12~o during a period of 6 months, and 18e1o at aziy point in time. Despite
the careful monitoring of price differences at a lazge scale, first by BEUC, and since 1992 at an
official level by the European Commission, the benefits from the selective distribution system
have never been withdrawn upon observing excessive price differences. As noted several times
by BEUC, this is not surprising given the subjective qualífication that the price differences
should be shown to be chiefly diie to the exemptions of the Regiilation.
allowed in countries with a special (high) tax regime, i.e., in Danmark and Greece.
11Communication in Of6cial Journal of the European Communities, O.J. nr. C329, 18 Dec. 1991, p 20.
1ZCommunication Notice 85~C17~03.
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Regulation 123~85 was renewed for another 7 years in 1995.

Distribution remains selec.-

tive, although t.he explicit condition has been added that mamifactiuers should not restrict
consumers, or intermediaries acting on their behalf, to piuchase from any dealer. Exchisiveness has been relaxed, in that dealers can now advertize outside their territory and can carry
competing brands. Despite these additional conditions, there can be little doubt that manufactiirers and official importers continue their practice of impeding sales to foreign consumers and
intermediaries.

This is evident from the recent 1998 Volkswagen case.

Volkswagen has been

accused and convicted for putting pressure on Italian dealers not to sell to German and Italian
ci~stomers. Proof has been fotmd that these practices had been going on for ten years. They
involved threats to 50 dealers to withdraw their licenses, with 121icenses effectively withdrawn.
The conviction included a 102 million ECU fine (about 10 percent of Volkswagen's annual profits), the largest fine ever issued by the European Commission to a single firm, and the removal
of Volkswagen's rights as set out in the Regulation. Similar investigations are under way against
Mercedes and Opel.
A third obstacle to trade between countries of the Eiuopean Community has been caused
by the system of national registration. In combination with article 115 of the treaty of Rome,
which enables member states to take protective measures against indirect imports from other
member states, the system of national registration has had the effect of limiting trade of foreign,
mainly Japanese models. Quantitative restrictions on imports from third countries, in particular
Japan, have long existed in various European cotmtries (FY~ance, Italy, Portugal, Spain and the
U.K.). These restrictions take the form of import quotas or voluntary export restraints. The
problem is, of course, that parallel imports from other Eiuopean coimtries can tmdo the national
restrictions. The reqiurement of national registration resolves this problem, since it can control
cross-border trade of Japanese cars. In Italy, for example, there existed a tight quota of 3300
cars that could be directly imported from Japan. The total ntunber of Japanese cars that coiild
be officially registered in Italy, including cazs from other European countries, was limited to
23000 (slightly more than one percent of the Italian market). When the national quotas were
replaced in 1993 by a common import quota for the European Union as a whole, the requirement
of national registration continued to maintain imofficial national quotas under various pretexts.
For example, the agreement between the European Union and Japan contained "monitoring"
and "projections of sales" in the coimtries in which quotas had previously existed (see Mason,
1994, for circiunstantial evidence on this).

The best evidence for the obstacles to cross-border trade within the European Community
9

is perhaps given by the magnitude of parallel imports, the goods imported by unauthorized
resellers. Table 1 summarizes the evidence collected from various BEUC surveys. It reveals
that parallel imports have been quite low in all Europeans countries of oiir study. They generally
do not constitute more than three percent of the total market, and in many countries and years
less than one percent. These small numbers aze even more remarkable, given the very large
cross-country price differences as plotted in the introdiiction.
Other strong evidence on trade restrictions within the European Community is given by the
Japanese market shares. These differ drastically across countries. In principle, this could be
due to differences in local tastes. The close correspondence to the allocated national quotas,
however, suggests that countries have been very successful in preventing intra-European trade
of Japanese models; in cotmtries with a quota or voluntary export restraint, the actual Japanese
market share only slightly exceeds the assigned quota.
Table 1 also presents the market shazes of "domestic" firms, i.e., the market shares of the
models that are prodiiced domestically. In France, P.S.A. (Citroën and Peugeot) and Renault
are the two "national champions". In Italy, Fiat has become the single domestic producer after
it acquired Lancia in the seventies and Alfa Romeo in 1986. Germany has Volkswagen (including
Audi), BMW and Mercedes; in addition, there is production by U.S. transplants of General
Motors (owning Opel) and Ford.

In the United Kingdom, Austin Rover (recently acquired

by BMW) combines varioi~s old brand names; there is also production by U.S. transplants of
General Motors (owning Vatixhall) and Ford, and some Japanese firms (Honda and Nissan)
that were attracted in the late eighties. In Belgium, there is local production by Ford (the
Taunus~Sierra~Mondeo line). Table 1 demonstrates that domestic firms have high and stable
market shazes in Germany and France, and to a lower degree also in Italy and the Uruted
Kingdom. In all coimtries (except Belgium), the market share of domestic firms is more than
twice the average over the five countries.

Especially in Italy and the United Kingdom there

is a very strong presence of domestic firms relative to the European average. These national
consumption patterns may stem from differences in local tastes (possibly including differences
in the sizes of dealer networks), or be the result of trade barriers within Europe.

3. A First Look at the Data
3.1 The Data Set
The data set we have constructed to analyze price dispersion has essentially three dimen-
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sions: ( 1) Proditcts: In each yeaz there are approximately 150 models in our sample. For each
model we have information on sales, list price, and physical characteristics of the base specification. These inchtde engine att.ributes (horsepower, displacement), dimensions ( weight, length,
width, height) and performance variables ( fitel constunption at 3 levels of speed, acceleration
t.ime, maximum speed); they often vary across markets. All data are from publicly available
sotuces.13 (2) Time: Otu sample extends from 1980-1993. (3) Markets: There are five mazkets
in our sample: Belgium, France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom.

These cotmtries

represent a large spectrttm for several reasons: the size of the mazket varies from ca. 400,000
itnits per year in Belgittm to almost 3 million cars in Germany; the degree of import. penetration
ranges from ca. 30P1o in France and Germany to almost 100qo in Belgittm; the Japanese penet.ration varies from ca. 1Plo in Italy to 20e1o in Belgittm; tax rates vary from 14eIo in Germany to
33PIo in F~ance in the early years, and 25070 later; and the Cl-concentration index ranges from
5301o in It.aly to 16Io in Belgium.
In addition, oiu database contains information on the production location of each model
(sotuce:

Pemberton Associates); brand ownership and class; average and maximum dealer

discotmts for selected yeazs (source: BEUC reports, and unpublished interviews by CECRA,
the European Committee for Motor Trades and Repairs in Brt~ssels); exchange rates (sotuce:
IFS statistics); tax rates (source: the retail catalogues mentioned in the last footnote); and
income distribution in each market (source: Atkinson, 1997).

Some stunmary statistics aze

provided in Table 1.
3.2 Quality Adjusted Price Differences
To investigate whether the price dispersion doctunented in Figtue 1 is random or systematic,
we start. by constructing hedonic price indices for each market and each year in our sample.
These indices control for quality differences as measured by the observed physical characteristics
of a car. The basic hedonic price equation we estimate is:

ln.(pE~t') - wj„~t7 f bta2,nt -F B~ f Bf f Ba~ f B„~e f e~,ne

(1)

13Price and characteristics data are available from retail catalogues, i.e., De Autogids, Auto Moto Revue,
Journal de l'Automobile, Katalog der Automobil Revue, Adac Auto Special, What Car?, and Quattroruote.
Sales data aze the number of national registrations, and come from Nieuwe tot het Autoverkeer Tcegelaten
Voertuigen, I' Argus de l'Automobile et des Locomotions, Automobil Revue, MVRIS, Notziario Statistica,
Tatsachen und Zahlen aus der Kraftsverkehrswirtschaft, and World Motor Vehicle Data. These publications are
available at the libraries of FEBIAC (Brussels) and CCFA (Paris).
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The subscripts j, rn and t refer to product j, market m and yeaz t respectively. The
vector w~mi consists of physical caz characteristics (horsepower, size, etc.) that may vary across
markets, while B~ and B f are market segment and firm dummies respectively. Price differences
due to cross-country tax differences are captiued in the regression through tn~ (the log of
the value added tax).

In addition, we include a set of source country~time dummies (B,t)

to control for differences that may be due to a common cost shock facing firms located in a
pazticular country of origin (e.g. an increase in wages facing all Japanese firms). Given this
specification, the destination~time effects Bm~ captiue the residual cross-country price differences
that cannot be explained by differences in quality or taxation across mazkets. All differences
are measured in percentage terms relative to Belgium. We experimented with vazioiLS other
specifications of equation (1) (e.g., including dummies for domestic brands, excluding tax rates,
including interactions of Japanese product and market diimmies to capture the effects of the
quota constraints) and the destination~time effects Bmt were quite robtust.
The restilts from estimation of equation (1) are summarized in Table 2. All pazameters have
intuitive signs and aze precisely estimated. Given the lazge munber of included destination~time
effects we do not report them individually; however, at the bottom of the table, we report the
95P1o confidence interval for the destination effects in 5 distinct yeazs: 1980, 1985, 1990, 1992
and 1993. The point estimates of the destination~time effects are plotted in Figure 2.

The first pattern that emerges from Figiire 2(and Table 2) is that there are lazge, persistent
and statistically significant cross-country price differences, even after we adjiLSt for quality and
taxation differences. During almost the entire sample period, France, Germany, Italy and
the U.K. are more expensive than Belgium; the only exception to this pattern is 1993, when
the destination effects for the U.K. and Italy become statistically insignificant. The U.K is
associated with the highest prices throughout the sample period, followed by Italy. Althoiigh the
point estimates for the U.K. are almost always above the ones for Italy, the difference between
the two coimtries is not statistically significant after 1992. Prices in France are relatively high
early in the sample period (up to 1986), but become statistically indistingirishable from the
ones in Germany after 1987. German prices are 3olo-5PIo higher than the ones in Belgium during
the entire period. If we were to characterize price dispersion during this period in a few words,
we would group the five countries in oiir sample into three categories: Belgium ( the cheapest),
France and Germany, and Italy and the U.K. (the most expensive).
The second pattern that emerges from Figure 2 is that the hedonic price indices aze extremely
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volatile. Even t,hough the ranking of the countries remains fairly stable, year to year changes in
the destinat.ion effects are fairly large. The perhaps most dramatic changes are in 1993, when
both the U.K. and Italy (the relatively more expensive countries in the sample) drop below
Germany and F1-ance.
Given this volatility and the 1993 effects in particular, it is compelling to relate the movements in t.he price differences to exchange rates. Figure 3 plots the exchange rates of France,
Germatty, Italy and the U.K. vis a vis Belgitun.

It appears that the movements in the ho-

donic price indices plotted in Figtue 2 closely track the exchange rate movements in Figure
3. This is pazticulazly evident in 1986 and 1987 when the English potmd depreciates and the
U.K. hedonic price indices suddenly drop. Similarly in 1993 the decrease in the hedonic price
indices for the U.K. and Italy coincides with the depreciation of these countries' currency. The
high correlation between exchange rate and price index movements is even more pronotmced in
Figure 4 that plots the annual changes in price differences and exchange rates; the year-to-year
cltanges in t.he two variables are highly correlated. This is indicative of the short nm effects
of exchange rates on price differentials; becattse local cturency prices do not ftilly respond to
a cturency appreciation (depreciation) in the short rtm, prices denominated in ECUs will naturally be correlated with exchange rates. A graphical illttstration of the same relationship is
provided in Figtue 5 that plots the destination effects after exchange rate volatility has been
controlled for.

To produce this figtue, we reestimated equation (1) including the log of the

exchange rate of each cotmtry vis a vis Belgium as a regressor. As evident from the restilts in
cohunn 2 of Table 2, t.he incltLSion of t.he exchange rate primarily affects the time~destination
effects (the other coefficients hardly change when exchange rat.es are included). These effects,
have no clean interpretation as qualit.y adjusted price differences any more. But, as the plot in
Figure 5 illustrates, a lazge fraction of the volatility in Bmt disappears, once exchange rates are
controlled for.

Given that exchange rates seem to play an important role in explaining the volatility of
aut.o prices, we now turn to a more rigorotts investigation of their effects.
3.3 The Role of Exchange Rates
The hedonic regression reported in cohunn 2 of Table 2 controls only for changes in the
exchange rate of each destination market relative to Belgitun. In each market, however, there
are several producers of different nationalities, each of which faces a distinct exchange rate vis
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a vis the destination market. To take this into account we estimate an equation of the following
general form:

lra(P„pi) - w~me7 ~- ótaxme ~- B~ -1- B~ f Bee f Bem t Qem in(eeme) f e~,,,e
This specification is similar to the hedonic pricing equation estimated before.

(2)
There are

three main differences: First, the left hand side variable is now expressed in exporter currency
units; second, the destination market~time effects are replaced by the log of the exchange
rate of each source country vis a vis the destination mazket (i.e., units of source cturency per
unit of destination currency); third, we now introduce source cotmtry~destination mazket fixed
effects (B,m). The coefficient Q,m is called the pricing-to-mazket (or exchange rate pass-through)
coefficient.14 If Q,m is equal to 0, local prices fully respond to exchange rate changes; prices
remain unchanged in exporter currency units, and pass-through is chazacterized as complete.
If, at the other extreme, local prices are completely unresponsive to exchange rate changes, ,Q,m
is equal to 1. In this case, exporters fully adjust their prices in order to absorb the exchange
rate change. Values of ,Q,,,, between 0 and 1 indicate incoinplete exchange rate pass-through.
Given that everything is specified in leveLs (and not first differences), the coefficient Q,,,~ can
be thought of as capturing the long term response of prices to exchange rate fluctuations. The
spec.ification in (2) is very similar to the equations estimated in the pricing-to-market literature,
most notably by Knetter (1989, 1993); it has, under certain more or less plausible conditions,
a semi-structiual interpretation.
In a competitive, integrated world all export prices would equal the common across destinations marginal cost. In the regression model, the source~time effects would measure the
common price in each period, which would be an exact measure of the marginal cost. In this
case, there would be no residual variation in prices, and both the market specific effects Bam
and the coefficient Q,m would be zero.15Imperfectly competitive, integrated markets have simi14The terms pricing-to-market and exchange rate pass-through are sometimes used interchangeably in the
literature. We use the term "pricing-to-market" here to emphasize that our pass-through regressions are carried
out in a multidestination framework. As discussed in Goldberg and Knetter (1997), this framework offers the
advantage of allowing i~s to dístinguish common across markets movements in the marginal cost from exchange
rate induced movements in the markup. See also the discussion below.
~SThis assumes that we have suff'iciently controlled for cross-country cost differences that remain constant in
time. This assumption may be problematic in the case of Germany, where the eazly introduction of catalytic
converters may have increased the cost of all car models sold in Germany in the early years of our sample, and
also the U.K., where the right hand síde steering wheel may affect the costs of all models sold there by the same
proportion. Nevertheless, one would expect the 8,,,,'s resulting from such cost differences to be relatively small.
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lar implications fot the coefficients. The markttp of price over marginal cost need not be zero
in this case; but given that integration implies price equalization across buyers, all the market
specific effects woitld be zero.
Now consider the case of imperfect competition with market segmentation. There are two
possible subcases to consider. Suppose first that firms in each destination market face constant
elasticities of demand. In this case, the price charged in each market would be a fixed markup
over marginal cost.

In the regression model, the source country~time effects would give an

index of the marginal cost of each exporter, and the destination specific components 8,,,, would
measure differences in the (fixed) markups relative to the base coimtry (Belgitun in our case).
The coefficient ,(3,,,, would again be zero. The second possibility is imperfect competition with
non-constant elasticities of demand. Both B,,,, and ~3„„ wotild be significantly different from
zero in this case; not only wotild markups vary across markets, they would also be correlated
with exchange rate variations. Hence, there are three inferences one can draw from statistically significant values of B,m and Q,m: existence of market segmentation, price discrimination,
and non-constant elasticities of demand.

Implicit in the above inferences is the assumption

that there is no local component in the marginal costs of cars sold in different destinations;
hence, the marginal cost of a car expressed in exporter currency is unaffected by exchange rate
Huctuations.ls In the pricing-to-market framework there is no simple way to account for local
prodtiction or selling costs; their implications aze investigated more thoroughly later in the
paper within a more structural framework.
We start by estimating a version of (2) in which the same pricing-to-market coe~cient is
imposed for all sotuce cotmtries and all destinations (,0,,,, - Q).'r All source cotmtry~market
effects are statistically significant; the average pricing-to-mazket coefficient (,Q) is estimated at
0.46 (standard error 0.02). In the absence of a local component in marginal costs, these results
imply that the price dispersion documented in the five Etuopean markets in our sample is dtre
to price discrimination, that is highly correlated with exchange rate variation. In particular,
the point estimate of 0.46 for the pricing-to-market coefficient implies that, on average, suto
producers absorb 46e1o of the exchange rate fluctuations through markup adjustment, while
1óThis is a reasonable essumption in Knetter's work that employs f.o.b prices. It is more questionable in our
application, since the prices we use are retail prices in each market.
~~Given that all following regressions look aimilar to the basic hedonic regreavion of Table 2, we do not report
the results in full detail, but only concentrate on the relevant coefficients. In particular, all regresaions have
very high R-squarea (above 0.97) and Durbin-Watson atatistics around 1.8; the coefficient estimates for the car
attributea, the class and the firm dummies are raughly the same as in Table 2.
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local prices remain relatively stable.
Next, equation ( 2) is estimated allowing the pricing-to-market coefficients to vary across
source countries and destinations. Given that there aze 10 source countries and 5 destination
markets in our sample, this implies approximately 50 Q,,,,'s to be estimated (estimation is of
course subject to the usual identification constraints). The results from this regression (not
reported here) indicate substantial variation of the coefficient estimates across destinations and
source countries. Rather than listing all Q,m estimates below, we report results from a more
parsimoniot~s specification ín which Q,,,, was decomposed additively into a destination market
and a source country component (A,,,, - Q, ~ Qm). The results are listed in Table 3.
The first row reports the coefflcient estimates for each source country (standard errors in
parenthesis). Three out of the eleven coefficients aze not statistically significant, while the point
estimates aze relatively low. These correspond to Belgium, Korea and the Netherlands. The
observations corresponding to these countries are two few (imports from these three countries
represent an almost negligible fraction of total sales in Etrrope) to allow a precise estimation
of the coefficients. Among the other seven source countries, Spain, Sweden and the U.K.
exhibit the highest coefficients, while Germany and Japan the lowest. Overall there seems to
be substantial variation in the coefficient estimates across source cotintries. This vaziation is
contrasted with the average (across the five markets and all sample years) market shares of each
source cotmtry in row 2 of the table. It appears that exchange rate pass-through is inversely
related to market shares; countries with a relatively strong presence in the destination markets
(e.g., Germany) aze more likely to adjiist the local prices in response to exchange rates, while
countries with very small shares (such as Spain and Sweden) absorb the exchange rate changes
by adjusting their markups, leaving local prices relatively stable.
Given this pattern in the pricing-to-market coefficients we reestimated equation (2), including the market shaze of each model and its square on the right hand side. The restilts confirm
the pattern revealed in Table 3. The mazket share coefficient is negative and statistically significant (- 0.25 (0.08) ) , while the coefficient on the squaze is positive ( 7.71 (1.49)). Even though
we do not want to make too much out of this preliminary descriptive analysis,ls it seems fair to
say that the data stiggest that pass-through increases with market share, but at a decreasing
rate.

As a fiirther check on this correlation, we also estimated pricing-to-market equations

~sThe above regression very líkely suffers from simultaneity bias, as it is essentially a regression of prices
on market shares. Note, however, that our only goal here is a descriptive one, that is to establish the main
correlations in the data. We do not attempt any more rigorous interpretation at this stage.
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separately for each model and then plotted the estimated pricing-to-market coefficients against
t,he mazket share of the model. This graph produced roughly a U-shaped ctuve.
Row 3 of Table 3 reports the market specific components of the pricing-to-market coefficients.
The only coefficient that is statistically significant is the one for the U.K.; the associated point
estimate is also quite large. This is consistent with the pattern revealed in Figure 2; the U.K.
is the most expensive destination for almost the entire sample period, and it is also the one
with the highest degree of local price stability.
Overall, the pricing-to-market regressions suggest that local price stability is an important
feature of European auto markets during periods of exchange rate volatility. Note that both
the frequency of oiu data (annual) and the nature of the regressions suggest that this is not a
stability t.hat pertains only to the short nm, dne to lagged adjustment; it persists in the long
nm, and generates significant price differences across coimtries. The strong correlation between
market shares and exchange rate pass-through suggests that local price stability may be related
t.o the competitive conditions in each market.

3.4 Convergence?
Even though the raw data plotted in Figure 1 show no indication of convergence over time,
the hedonic price indices of Figiue 2 seem to come closer together in the late 1980's and early
1990's.

To investigate whether the European intergration process has reduced the quality

adjusted price differentials we estimate the following "convergence" equation:

Ohpi,,.e - const f a hpi,,,,c-1 -1- p ~log(exr,,,e) -F u,,,e

(3)

The dependent vaziable is the first, difference (~hpime - hpi,,,c - hpi,,,,c-1) of the hedonic
price indices obtained from estimation of equation (1). It is regressed on a constant, the first lag
of the hedonic price index for each market, and the first difference of the log of the exchange rate
of each market vis a vis the ECU. To the extent that there is any convergence over our sample
period, one would expect the coefficient a to be significantly negative. The first difference in
the exchange rate is included to capttue the role of exchange rates in the relative movements of
the hedonic price differences. The resiilts from estimation of equation (3) for the full sample,
as well as vazioi~s subsamples, are displayed in Table 4.

The fiill sample coefficients suggest the presence of convergence over our sample period.
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Note, however, that the convergence coeffícient becomes significant only when exchange rates
are included. Moreover, including the exchange rates in the estimation increases the R-square
from 0.04 to 0.86. This pattern is also evident in the results for the stibsamples. It seems that
exchange rates play an important role.
.

By looking at the results for various subsamples we get a more concrete idea as to what

drives convergence over the sample period. There are two patterns to note here. First, eliminating the late years in the sample (1990-93) produces convergence coefficients that are not
significantly different from zero. Second, when the early years of the sample (1980-86) are left
out, the convergence coefficient is significantly negative when the equation is estimated without exchange rates, but becomes insignificant as soon as exchange rates are included. This is
particularly evident in the last two columns of the table that report results for the 1987-1991
period.

It seems, that to the extent that there is any convergence during this period, it is

entirely due to exchange rates moving in the right direction;19once the exchange rate effects are
controlled for, the convergence coefficients become small, and not significantly different from
zero. Overall, there are three conchisions one can draw from the results; first, there seems to
be some wnvergence over the sample period; second, this convergence is due, to a large extent,
to exchange rate movements; third, to the extent that convergence represents true progress towards an integrated Etuope, it seems that the most significant developments took place either
in the early and mid-1980's (1985-87 in particular), or around 1991-92.

3.5 Summary of Findings
The preliminary data analysis points in stmunary to two main features of price dispersion
in Europe: (1) Existence of substantial and persistent differences in quality adjusted prices
across countries, and (2) Substantial yeas-to-yeaz volatility. A large fraction of this volatility
(but not all of it) is accounted for by exchange rate fluctuations. An analysis of the effects
of exchange rates on prices within the pricing-to-market framework indicates that local prices
remain relatively stable during periods of exchange rate realignments. This local price stability
could in ttun be generated by local production and selling costs and~or third degree price
discrimination. Exchange rates seem to also be the main factor driving any price convergence
suggested by our regression results.
19This is particularly evident in 1992-93, when the depreciation of the British pound and the Italian Lira made
the U.K. and Italy relatively "cheap". This was, however, a short-lived phenomenon. By 1998, when the pound
had regained in strength, the U.K. had become the most expensive destination again.
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The remainder of oiir analysis will be devoted to explaining the facts revealed in the descriptive analysis, and quatitifying the contributions of the various components responsible for
price dispersion. The quality adjusted price differences in any given year can in principle be
accoimted for by cross-coirntry differences in marginal costs, differences in the restrictiveness of
import barriers, varying degrees of colltision, and differences in the price elasticities of demand.
Accordingly, we bLiild an empirical model in the next section that allows each of these factors
to have a potential effect on prices. Explanations for the time pattern of the price differentials,
the high degree of local price stability in particiilar, are however less obvious.
In principle, one could think of three factors being responsible for the local price stability
observed in our data.

The first one is the presence of a large local component in marginal

costs; if, for example, each firm produced the products it sold in each market locally, it woiild
be no surprise if local ctrrrency prices did not react to exchange rate movements.

In our

empirical model, we accoimt for the potential existence of local costs in total production. Apriori, however, it seems tmlikely that local costs coiild entirely explain the local price stability
doctnnented ín the previous section.

The production location data suggest that ahnost all

models are produced in a single location, and not in the individual markets where they are
sold; hence, in our multi-destination framework, exchange rate movements between any two
destinations will inevitably change the relative costs of selling in these two markets. The second
potential explanation builds on dynamics, either on the demand or the supply side, that can
generate adjiistrnent lags in the response of local prices to exchange rates; but the persistence
of price differentials dociunented in oiu data makes this explanation rather tmlikely.

It is,

for example, platLSible to presume that an appreciation of the pound would make U.K. prices
appear lugh in the short nm; producers would find it imdesirable to adjust their local prices
immediately, especially if the appreciation was considered to be temporary.20But adjustment
lags cannot explain why the U.K. is systematically more expensive in ten otit of the fourteen
years of our sample. The final explanation is that producers simply find it profitable to keep
their prices stable when faced with cost shocks. This requires a convex demand schedule. When
prices start going up, the price elasticity of demand facing the firm increases; when they go
down, the price elasticity falls. The unsettling aspect of this explanation is of course, that all
one needs for it to come through is assume the "right" functional form. Rsther than taking
this path, we estimate a flexible demand system that seems appropriate for the auto market,
and then investigate its implications for local price stability.
~Note, however, that most countries in our sample are members of the EMU; thia makes it more likely that
producers would consider currency reahgnmenta es permanent.
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4. The Empirical Model
The following subsections describe the three components of the empirical model: demand,
cost and oligopoly pricing.
4.1 Demand
The Discrete Choice Framework: The demand side of the market is modelled in a discrete choice framework. This approach offers two advantages. First, it solves the dimensionality
problem associated with estimation of product differentiation models involving a large number
of products; in the automobile market this problem is acute, as ca. 100 distinct models are sold
in each country, implying that ca. 10,000 cross-price elasticities have to be estimated. Second,
the utility maximization framework is ideal for conducting welfare analysis, which is one of the
objectives of our project.
Because of oiu interest in the demand elasticities, it is pazticularly important to adopt a
reasonable and flexible specification for the utility function. Ideally, our estimation approach
woiild exploit data at the individual consumer level; such data would allow us to introduce
constuner heterogeneity and its interactions with product chazacteristics in a very flexible manner. Unfort~mately, such micro data are not available for any European country. We therefore
employ product level data, and utilize recent insights from the Industrial Organization literature (e.g., Berry (1994), Berry et al (1995), Goldberg (1995), Verboven (1996), Bresnahan
et al (1997), Nevo (1997)) to inform the specification. Since we do have data on the income
distribut.ion in each country, we adopt a specification that allows us to at least utilize this
inforni~~t ioii.
Consider consiuner i, in market m at time t. The consumer faces Jmt f 1 alternatives: J
car models offered at time t in market m, pli~s the option not to buy a new car (j - 0). The
indirect utility the consumer maximizes is assumed to take the form:

Uijmt - ójmt f~min(yimt - Pjmt) f Eijmt

(4)

The first term, 6j,,,t, capttrres the mean evaluation for good j, common to all constuners. It can
be written as:
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(5)

ójmt - xjmtAm -~ l;imt

The vector xj,,,t consists of observable vehicle chazacteristics (size, horsepower, cylinders, options, etc.), while ~im captiues unobserved quality. The second and the third term in (4) captiue
individual-specific evahtations for good j through two channels: the income term y;, and the
additive error term E. The subscript m in the parameters Q and a imply that we allow preferences to vary across markets. Alternatively, one could impose the same parameters, and hence
the same preference structure, across countries. Since we want to impose the minimum amoimt
of restrictions at this stage, we adopt the specification in (4), and examine later whether the
equality restrictions are supported by the data.
Equation (4) can also be written in shorter form as:

(6)

Uijmt - Vjmt } Eijmt

The term V;imt captures all terms except the random term in U;imt. This notation is itsefiil in
present.ing the demand model in the remainder of this siibsection. For notational convenience,
we drop in the following the explicit reference to subscripts m and t; these do, however, remain
implicit in the specifications we introduce.
Distributional Assumptions on the Error Term: It is well known that the shape of
the demand fimction depends crucially on the distribution of the random shocks E. Significant
gliidance in the search for appropriate distributional assumptions is provided by McFadden
(1978), who in Theorem 1 states the conditions under which the specified distribution is consistent with random utility maximization.

In particiilar, let F(E;p, ..., E;~) denote the J~- 1

dimensional CDF of E. According to Theorem 1:
If G(yo, ... , y~) is a nonnegativE, homogeneous-of-degree-one function satisfying certain
restrictions,

then
E.o
F(E;o, ..., E;~) - exp(-G(e

, e-E~~ ))

i.s the multivariate extmme value distribution, and

e~~Gi(e~"
P,' -

.,e~')
G(e~o, ',ey')

defines the pmbability of choosing alternative j, where Gi is the pnrtial derivative
of G urith respect to e~~.
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(7)

The above theorem offers considerable flexibility in the specification of the demand system,
as it demonstrates that a wide variety of substitution patterns are consistent with random utility
maximization. Depending on the choice of the fimction G, one can derive a variety of models
that have been popiilar in the empirical literattire: the logit, the one-level-nested logit, the
multi-level-nested logit, or non-nested models, such as the ones considered in Small (1987) and
Bresnahan et al (1997). Each of these models has different implications for the cross-product
elasticities; hence, one can think of equation (7) as providing a general framework that allows
us to parameterize the substitution patterns across products.
Equation (7) is our point of departure in the derivation of the demand system. The question
is, of course, how to choose the appropriate G function. Given the volunrinot~s economic and
marketing research on the suto market, it is reasonable to narrow the search for appropriate
functional forms by focusing on specifications that utilize priors formed by this earlier literature.
The mazketing research suggests that the suto market is differentiated along two dimensions:
market segment or "class", and country of origin (domestic vs. foreign in particular).21 This
suggests parameterizing the distribtition of the error term using at least two pazameters: the
first one, p~, captures the pattern of dependency across products in the same class; the second
one, pJ, parameterizes the substitutability across products of either domestic or foreign origin.
We consider two alternative G-function specifications that seem, a-priori, appropriate for the
auto market. The first one is given by:
G(eV)-evo}k~

~,E~ke ,` v
G
} ~,E~keP ~á
P
v~

L

fll

(8)
J

where Ck denotes class k(subcompact, compact, etc.), F stands for foreign products, and
D stands for domestic products.

This specification gives rise to the familiar bi-level nested

logit; the two levels correspond to the two dimensions along which cars are differentiated,
namely class, and domestic vs. foreign. To be consistent with random utility maximization
(i.e. consistent with the conditions in McFadden's theorem), both p~ and p~ have to lie in
the unit ínterval; in addition, p~ has to be less than, or equal to p~. The interpretation of the
distributional parameters is as follows: As either p decreases, the dependency across products in
the corresponding cluster becomes stronger; as either p goes to 0, products in the corresponding
Z~The best confirmation of the importance of these two dimensions, is the way car statistics are reported in
suto journals; these are always organized in terms of class and country of origin.
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ch~ster become perfect substitutes. Conversely, as p goes to 1, the dependency becomes weaker;
in the limit case of p- 1, the error terms become independent within the cluster, and the
model rediices to a one-level nested logit. Similazly, if p~ - pl, the model reduces to a single
level nested logit.

The second specification we consider is:
1
e ó 1 Pc ~... f~'~ e~0

v~

C(ev )- eV o } o~ L`i~~
-~ ol

a~ -

L`~~e~Ivf } `~~e1~v,J

1-P~

I-Pl

2-Pc-PI ~ ~l -2-Po-PI

(9)

This gives rise to the generalized extreme value model considered in Bresnahan et al (1997).
The G fimction is here a weighted average of two one-level nested logit models. The parameters
p~ and pl mi~st again lie in the unit interval. As either p goes to 1, the associated weight (a~
or al) goes to zero, implying that the corresponding dimension of product differentiation is
irrelevant.
In both cases, the deterministic part of the utility corresponding to the outside good is
normalized to zero: [~o - 1. Note that both specifications involve the same number of distributional parameters (2); hence, one cannot motivate one parameterization as being richer
than the other. Each specification has, however, different implications about the shape of the
demand fimction, the substitution patterns in particular.
Implications for the Substitution Patterns and Comparison to Alternative Models:
Consider first the bi-level nested logit model with "class" on the top, and "foreign vs. domestic"
at the bottom. This model implies that the cross price elasticities between any two prodiicts
decline as we move from the bottom to the top of the nested stnicture. More specifically:

nm,~ ? n~,~ ? nm,~ o- nm,~ ó
where n~ ~ ó stands for the cross price elasticity between two products, one belonging to class
c and origin o, and one belonging to class c and origin ó. Note that this structure is not as
restrictive as it may at first seem. The cross price elasticities between two prodiicts belonging
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to different nests can in principle be as large as the cross price elasticities between two products
belonging to the same nest, as the above relationship indicates. More importantly, depending on
the estimated values of p~ and pr, one may reject the nested logit structtue in favor of alternative
specifications, e.g. a reverse ordering of the nests (if one of (or both) p's is outside of the unit
interval), a one level nested logit (if, for example, one of the p's is equal to 1, or p~ - p~, or
even a simple multinomial logit. Tests of the "independence of irrelevant el4err.at:ves" (IIA)
property within each cluster, may further serve as a specification check, potentially indicating
that a further break-down of the nests is called for. In short, while the nested logit imposes
some stnicture on the cross price elasticities, the imposed restrictions are testable.
Nevertheless, it is unsettling that within the nested logit model described above a price
change in a(co) product has the same effect on demand in the partially matching category
of (c o) as it has on the completely unmatching category (c ó). As discussed in Bresnahan
et al (1997), the second specification we consider in the estimation (equation (9)) relaxes this
restriction. The siibstitution patterns implicit in (9) are summarized by:22
rl~o,co ? ( rl~o~~ó , rl~o,do) ? ~~o,dd

The two dimensions of product differentiation are treated here in a completely symmetric way.
Our main interest in estimating a model based on (9) stems from the fact that we do not want
to impose the restriction that the substitutability of two cars of the same class but different
origin is necessarily greater than the sttbstitutability of two cars belonging to different classes.
Between the specifications described by (8) and (9) we have covered, we believe, a wide
range of possible sttbstitution patterns. While further generalizations of the demand structure
are possible (see, for example, Berry et al (1995)), the specified model offers a reasonable compromise between functional form flexibility and computational tractability.23The latter is high
in our priority list, as it allows us to better exploit the richness of our data set by experimenting
with different specifications.
The Aggregate Market Share l:lrnction: Because of the unavailability of consumer level
~See Bresnahan et al (1997) for a more detailed discussion
~Estimating a random coefHcients model would, for example, be extremely cumbersome in our case, given
that we estimate the model for 5 distinct countries, and we are interested in conducting a series of policy
simulations at the end. One can, however, think of the nested logit as a special case of the random coefficients
model, one in which random coefficients are only estimated on dummy variables wrreaponding to each nest.
As it turns out this special case works quite well in the auto market; the reason is that there is relatively little
variation in observed characteristics across products in the same nest (they all have approximately the sazne
size, cylindera, etc.), so that a nest dummy does a quite good job in capturing the variation in the data.
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information, equation (7) has to be aggregated up to the product market share fimction before
the model can be taken to t.he data. As mentioned above, otu data set includes information on
the income distribution in each cotmtry. We t~se this information to define 10 income classes.
Let a, be the fraction of constuners belonging to income class ti.24 The market share of product
j is theu given by

io
Sj

-

~ P;j ~;

;-t

(10)

and t.he market shaze of the otitside good is
io
so - ~ í;o a;
i-1

where ~;al ~; - 1, and P,; and P;o are given by equations ( 7) and ( 8) (or (9)) above.
4.2 Marginal Cost
The mazginal cost of each vehicle make is treated as unobservable, and modelled parametrically as a fitnction of the car's physical characteristics, factor prices and total production
quantity. Specifically, we adopt. the following Cobb Douglas specification for marginal cost of
product j in mazket m at time t:
BC~m~ exp(zjmt7., t w, ~- rv~ f w,,, f c.r~ -F wjmi)W ~F~-6Q~i
a~jjmt

(12)

Marginal cost is expressed in the currency of the production location indexed by s.ZS It is
homogeneous of degree one in wages W,t and other factor prices F,i. The quantity Qj~ refers to
the total world sales of product j. By including it in otu specification we allow for non-constant
rettuns to scale: a positive ( negative) coefficient indicates decreasing ( increasing) rettuns to
scale.
The vector zjmi denotes the physical chazacteristics of product j. Note that this formulation
allows model specifications to vary across destination markets, so that we can capture crosscountry cost. differences arising from differences in quality; similarly, it controls for changes in
quality over time. The parameter vector ry can again be sotuce cotmtry specific (as the notation
in (12) implies), or constrained to be the same across production locations (ry, - y). We experiment wit.h bot.h specifications. The error term c~ may be interpreted as capttuing unobserved
24This a; is of course country specific in our application; we also allow it to be time-specific, but in practice
the income distribution hardly changes over our sample period.
25Note that this may vary from the country of firm ownership; some Japanese models, for example, are
produced in Eiuopean countries.
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characteristics influencing marginal cost. It contains fixed effects for firms and production locations (w~ and w, respectively), which may arise from differences in efficiency across firms and
locations. In addition, it contains a market effect (wm), which captures unmeasured factors that
infltience the marginal cost of all cars sold in a particiilar destination market. These may azise
from different local regiilations or other institutional factors. For example, the required iise
of catalytic converters in Germany woiild increase the marginal costs of all cars in this cotmtry; in the U.K., it is generally believed that cars are better equipped than in other European
countries, because of the importance of the leasing market.
Implicit in the denomination of marginal costs in source cotmtry currency is the assumption
that all production costs occur in the source country. This assumption may be inappropriate if
some inputs have been purchased abroad, or a certain component of a product's costs (mainly
distribution and selling costs) is local to the destination market. To assess the importance of
such a local component we also consider a specification in which the log of the exchange rate
of the source coimtry vis a vis the destination mazket (i.e., tinits of destination currency per
unit of source cturency) is included on the right hand side of (12). If 100010 of the production
costs occur in the source cotmtry, the exchange rate coefficient should be zero; a significantly
negative coefficient is indicative of the presence of a local component in production costs.
4.3 Oligopoly Pricing

The European automobile market ís modelled as an oligopoly with multiproduct firms. In
each market ra at time t, firm f sells a subset Fj,,,t of the Jmt car models sold in this market~year.
The sales of each car model in market m, qjmt(pmt), are given by the product of the market
shaze of j and the number of potential consumers L,,,t:

qjmt(pmt) - Sjmt(pmt)Lmt.

The determination of the market share was already discussed in the subsection on demand.
Assuming prohibitive arbitrage costs to consumers, this share will be a fimction only of the
price vector in market m at time t, p,,,t, and not of the price vectors in other markets.

As

the evidence presented in section 2 demonstrates, the assumption of prohibitive arbitrage costs
is not imreasonable.

The number of potential consumers is assumed to be the number of

households in each market.
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The equilibrium concept is Nash. We stazt by considering the case of Bertrand competition.2ó
The assitmption of price setting is common, and consistent with industry wisdom. The framework we adopt is however flexible enough to also accommodate the case of collusion. Colhusion
may be present in the Etuopean markets becatLSe of the existence of quantitative import restrictions; as the trade literature has shown, these can often serve as collusive devices among
producers.
The relevant. price for the firm's profit maximization problem is the wholesale price p~,,,t. It
is assttmed this is proportional to the observed list price according to:

(13)

i'jmt - Pjmt,~(I ~ tjmt)(I f Tjmt)~

where tj,,,t denotes value added taxes in market m, and rjmt refers to the dealer markup. This is
treated as exogenous in our framework.Z~ In F~ance, Germany and the U.K. value added taxes
are the same percentage for all cars. In Belgitun and Italy, this percentage is model-specific:
cazs with a powerful engine have a higher value added tax.
Each firm maximizes its profits over the M markets at period t, as given by:

n~t - ~ ~
m jEFl.~.i

e lmtÍ7jmtQ7mt

(Pme) -

~

el~tCit(9ite(Pu),...,9iMe(PMt))

IEFI,~.i

The wholesale prices p~ t are expressed in local destination cturency.

Cjt(.) refers to the

production cost of model j, expressed in the currency of the production location. The term
efmt denotes the exchange rate (at time t) between the firm f's country of registration and
the destination mazket (i.e. imits of f's ciurency per unit of m's cturency), while e~,t is the
exchange rate between the firm's registration country and model j's prodtrction location. This
formulation allows us to account for the diversified activities of multinational enterprises, and
capture the effects of exchange rate changes on prices.

Cars imported from Japan face quota constraints in the European sutomobile market. In
some cotmtries (e.g. Italy), the constraint is expressed as an absolute upper limit on imports,
2aTheoretical work in the area of discrete choice has provided a general proof of the existence of a pure
strategy Nash equilibrium, essuming single product, ptice setting firms (see Caplin and Nalebuff (1991)). A
general proof for the case of multiproduct firtns is not available; Anderson and de Palma (1992) prove existence
for a simplified symmetric nested logit model. We follow a common approach in the empirical literature by
assuming that such an equilibrium exists for the parameter vector we estimate. See aLso Berry et al (1995),
Goldberg (1995) and Feenstra and Levinsohn (1995) for a more detailed discussion of this issue.
Z~Alternatively, a"successive monopoly" model of manufacturers and dealers, as in Bresnahan and Reisa
(1985), could be adopted. We are investigating this possibility in ongoing research.
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i.e. ~jES,m, 9ime(Pme) C Dsmt, where S,mc is the subset of models produced in location s for
import into market m. In other countries (F~ance, Germany, and the U.K.) the constraint is
specified as a percentage of total sales, i.e. ~jES~m, qj,,,t(p,,,t)~ ~~-`i qj,,,t(Pmt) c
demt. In both
cases, the affected firms solve a constrained profit maximization problem. Solving this problem
with respect to each car model j, we obtain the following set of J,,,t first-order conditions in
mazket m at time t:2s

Markets with an absolute quota:
~
kEF~,,,~

w
ackt
efmEpkmt - efstatikmt

a

- efat~smt

aqkmt
v,
Ópj,u

} efmtqjmt - ~

Markets vrith a relative quota:
~
kEF~,,,i

w

efmtPkmt - e fet

aCkt

r

~emt

- efata qkmt
Qmt

a tfkmt

~

~ mc Qsmt

~m~
~

aqkmt

w
~-efet- w
f e fmt91me - fi
ai~jmt
Qmt Qmt k-1 aPjmt

where Q,,,t - ~~mi qj,,,t and Q,,,,t -~jES~m, qj,,,t. The Lagrange multipliers a,,,,t are expressed
in the currency of the soluce colmtry (as is marginal cost). In the case of an absolute quota
constraint, one may interpret .~;,rte is as the shadow marginal cost of selling an additional caz
from source country s into destination market m. The multipliers are identified as soluce- and
time- specific fixed effects; the larger the multiplier, the more binding the constraint is. If the
firm does not face an import constraint, its first-order condition is given by equations similar
to the ones above, but with the Lagrange multipliers set to zero.
This system of J,,,t first-order conditions can be transformed into Jt pricing equations,
which decompose price into a marginal cost and a markup. This transformation is llseful for
both econometric and interpretation purposes, as it helps us lmderstand the sources of price
discrimination. Define, for each market~year, a Jmt by J,,,t matrix, Omt, whose ( j, k) element
is ~jk,mt - -aqkmt~ap~,,,i if j and k are produced by the same firm, and ~jk,,,,t - 0 otherwise.
Define q,,,t as a J,,,t by 1 vector with a j-th element equal to qj,,,t, and rmt as a Jmt by 1
vector with a j-th element equal to(Q,,,,t~Q,,,t)(l~ef,,,t) ~k-`i í3qkmt~aP~,,,t. After dividing the
first-order conditions by e f,,,t, write the system in vector notation and premultiply by O;,,L, the
inverse of D,,,t. This yields the following pricing eqllations (converted here into source clurency
units) for each model j in market m at time t:
Markets urith an absolute quota:
28See Goldberg (1995) and Verboven (1996) for a detailed derivation.
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w
esmt~jmt -

aCJt

1

(14)

aQkmt } CsmtOjmt~lmt f ~;mt

Markets with a m.lntive quotn:

Ó C~t
eamt~jmt -

aQkm!

}

eamt0~,ntQme f~-~(1 f O~,ncrmt).

(15)

Qmt

These pricing equations, together with the expressions for the market shares and the marginal
costs discttssed in the previotis subsections, form the empirical model we take to the data.
Before we discttss the estimation procedure, it is usefiil to explain how this model can be ttsed
to identify the sources of internationa] price discrimination. The pricing equations demonstrate
that the price of eac.h vehicle model can be decomposed in two components: its marginal cost,
and a markttp over marginal cost.

Price differences that cannot be explained by differences

in marginal costs across destinations, imply price discrimination.
determined by two factors:
and trade policies.

The markups are in ttun

differences in the firms' perceived price elasticities of demand,

The first factor is capttued in the second term of the pricing equations

by the own- and cross-price derivatives.

These are in ttun determined by the existence and

intensity of competition. The subsection on the demand model provided more detailed intuition
on the own- and cross-price derivatives. One testable hypothesis is that domestic firms face
less competition than foreign firms.

The second factor of price discrimination is capttued

by the Lagrange mtiltipliers in the third term of the pricing equations.

Binding quota in a

partictrlar cotmtry or year imply higher markups. Note that, since the quotas are based on
imported tuuts ( and not on values), the markups of the inexpensive models will be relatively
more affected t.han the markups of the hixury models if the quotas are binding.

A third

sotuce of potential differences in the markups can be built into the model easily: differences
in the degree of collusion. To this end, we can solve the model ~mder alternative assumptions
concerning strategic behavior, e.g. firms btulding different sets of coalitions in each market and
engaging in joint profit maximization. Collttsive behavior affects the way 0~„t is defined in
(14) and (15).
The evolution of price discrimination can similarly be explained within the above framework. Local cturency price stability can arise from a variety of factors. First, if estimation of
the marginal cost fitnction (12) indicates the presence of a significant local component in prodttction costs, local prices will not fully respond to exchange rate shocks. Second, even withotrt
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appealing to local production costs, the pricing equations (14) and (15) suggest the possibility
of markup adjiistment in response to cost shocks. This is indicated by several factors. First,
the curvattue of the perceived demand schedule is important. A firm's perceived demand elasticity for a pazticular model j may be increasing or decreasing in its own price and the price
of its competitors. The precise shape of these elasticities is of course an empirical question; it
depends on the model parameters to be estimated, the prices and the market shares. Second,
the restrictiveness of import constraints may play a role. For example, quotas against Japanese
firms may become less binding in a particular mazket as the Yen appreciates against the destination cirrrency. Finally, to the extent that c.onduct affects the curvature of the perceived
demand schedule, the degree of collt~sion may also have an impact on the degree of mazkup
adji~stment in response to cost shocks.
5 Estimation
5.1 The Estimation Method
The empirical model we take to the data consists of the mazket share equations (10-11) (in
which the appropriate expressions for P;~ given by (7) and (8), or (7) and (9), are substituted),
and the pricing equations (14-15), in which the mazginal cost given by (12) is substituted. In
this section we oiitline the procedure by which we estimate the parameters of these equations.
For notational convenience, we again suppress the market and yeaz subscripts m and t.
The error terms ~; and ~; have the economic interpretation of unobserved product characteristics influencing the consumers' mean evaluation, and the producer's marginal cost for
product j, respectively. Following Berry (1994) and Berry et al (1995), we proceed as follows:
(1) we solve for the error terms ~~ and ~~ as functions of the parameters and the data. This
solution is derived numerically; due to the presence of the consiuner specific income term y; in
the utility function, an analytical solution is not feasible. (2) we interact these error terms with
a set of instruments to form a generalized method of moments estimator (GMM).
Consider the mazket share eqiiations first. Collect the mazket shazes s~ in a Jxl vector s,
and the mean utilities ó~ (including the one for the outside good óo), in a(J f 1)xl vector ó.
Using (7) and ( 10), we can write out the system of J market shaze equations as a function of
J f 1 unknowns ( the vector ó), and the parameters o and p, where p -(p~, p~):

s - s(ó, a, p).
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Normalizing the mean utility of the outside good óo to zero, one can invert this system to obtain
a sohition for ó:

6 - ê(s, a, p).
Using (5), we obtain the following soltttion for the error term, written as a J~1 vector ~:

(16)

~ - ó(s,a,P) - XQ - ~(a,P,Q),

where ~ is a Jxl vector of the error terms f„ and X is a by JxK vector of characteristics. Let
~- ó(s, á, p) - XQ be the sample analog of ~, and Z a matrix of instruments, assumed to be
orthogonal to the error term ~. Then the moment conditions are given by:
E(Z ' ~(a,P,Q)) - 0
and the GMM estimator minimizes the objective fimction:
min ~'ZSZ-' Z'~,
a,v,P

(17)

where 52 is a weighting matrix.~ This minimization problem involves a potentially large set
of parameters. Fortimately, the computational bitrden can be redtrced by observing that the
parameters Q enter linearly. This calls for the following two-stage procedure in estimating the
demand parameters. First, derive the first-order conditions with respect to p. These yield:
,0- (X'ZS2-1Z'X)-1X'ZS2-~Z'ó(s,a,P),
Then substitute this expression for Q into the objective fimction (17) using (16). This 2-step
procedtue offers the advantage that minimization of (17) is performed only with respect to the
parameters that enter non-linearly: a and p.

To implement this procediue we start with a

guess for a and p, and solve for ó as a fimction of the data and our giiess. Then we estimate the
linear parameters Q according to the formula given above. The estimates of (3 are substitttted
into (16) to form ~ which is then substituted into the objective fimction (17). Each iteration
in the minimization algorithm yields new values for a and p which are then used to form new
estimates of b, (3 and ~, and so on. The iterations continue tmtil (17) is minimized.

Now consider the pricing equations (14-15). Since marginal cost enters additively, one can
simply substitute (12) and slightly rearrange to obtain:
ln((eep~ - e,0~ lq - ae)~Fa) - zi7a -f óln(WaIFa) f~1nQ~ tW, f w~ f~~,
~In the case of homoskedastic error terms, this matri~c is equal to Z'Z.
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(18)

where .~; refers to either the absolute or the relative quota term. Since the error term enters
linearly, estimation of this equation is straightforward.
The demand and supply systems can be estimated either jointly or sepazately.~We chose
to estimate them separately, for several reasons. First, separate estimation of demand and
supply reduces the computational btuden of the estimation. Second, it gives us considerable
flexibility in experimenting with different supply specifications, without having to re-estimate
the demand system. This is important in our case given that otu data set is rich enough to allow
such experimentation, and that there are several specification issues on the supply side that need
to be decided empirically, e.g., pooled estimation vs. country-by-country estimation, presence
of local component and hence exchange rate effects in marginal costs, Bertrand competition vs.
collusion, etc.. Finally, to the extent that the supply side may be misspecified, this would not
affect the demand side restdts. The potential drawback of this procedure is of cotuse efficiency
loss; the standard errors of our parametets were, however, small enough to jt~stify abstracting
from efficiency issu~.
5.2 Identification
Identification issues arise in the estimation of both the demand and supply sides of the
empirical model. Consider the demand side first. The interpretation of ~~ as tmobserved product
quality implies that it will be positively correlated with the product's price p~; moreover, by
virtue of the firms' first order conditions, it will also be correlated with the prices and market
shares of the other products. Identification of the demand side parameters requires thus an
instrumental vaziables matrix Z, with rank at least as large as the number of parameters to be
estimated. Jttst as in the estimation of homogeneous product demand functions, variables that
shift the producers' supply relations, but are excluded from the demand equations, make nattual
instnunents. We therefore turn to equations (14) and (15) to identify potential instniments.
An obvious instrtunental variable candidate indicated by the supply equations is the vector
of exchange rates between a destination market and the sotuce countries. As evident from the
first order conditions (14) and (15), the function of exchange rates is to shift the supply relations
of producers relative to each other; it is this shift that allows one to identify the demand ctuve
suppliers face. The tise of exchange rates as instrtunents presents two main advantages. First,
aoWhen the two systecns are estimated separately, the parameter estimates of the demand equations are used
to form the matrix 0 of the own- and cross-price derivatives. Thia is then substituted into the left hand side of
(18).
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they can plausibly be considered exogenot~s to events in the auto industry. Second, they exhibit
substantial variation from year to yeaz. On the negative side, this variation is only helpfiil when
we estimate the demand fimctions facing firms located in different coimtries; because two firms
producing in the same country face the same exchange rates vis a vis any destination market,
exchange rate shocks do not affect their supply ciaves relative to each other.

Hence, to the

extent that we want to estimate the demand curves facing individual firms, exchange rates are
helpfitl, but. not sufficient for identification. An additional limitation stems from the fact, that
when market specific time dummies are included in the demand estimation, they absorb most
of the variation associated with exchange rates; we found it necessary to include such dummies
in our specification to accoimt for macroeconomic effects that may affect the piirchase of the
oiitside good (that is the option not to enter the market).
A second set of instnunents can be derived by exploiting the econometric exogeneity of
the products' observed chazacteristics (the matrix X), along the lines suggested by the recent
literature. The first option that comes to mind is to include a product's own characteristics x~
in the matrix Z; this immediately reduces the number of the additional instrtunents needed for
ideutification to the dimensionality of the vector (a, p). Second, the supply relations (14) and
(15) suggest that prices and market shares depend on the degree and closeness of competition
firms face. Accordingly, we can construct functions of the exogenoiis characteristics of competing products, that can be thought of as proxies for the intensity of competition firms face, and
iuse those as instnunents. These fimctions include the number and sum over characteristics of
products sharing the same ch~ster (that is market segment and foreign~domestic statt~s) and~or
firm ownership with product j. The idea is that if competition in a partictilar chister (as proxied by the number of products and sum of chazacteristics in this ch~ster) increases, the demand
citrve associated with a product in this cluster will become flatter; similarly, the greater the
munber of products a particular firm sells, the higher the price it will charge on each product.
A potential criticism of the above procediue is that both the process of entry in a particular
chister (that ultimat.ely determines the number and characteristics of competing products) and
the number of products a firm produces are themselves endogenoiLS, as they will generally
depend on the economic conditions of the industry. Note, however, that identification does not
require the economic exogeneity of the entry process; we merely impose the assumption that
the instruments listed above aze rmcorrelated with the unobserued quality f. Given that several
market segment and firm diunmies already capture the obserued quality of the corresponding
clust.ers, this assumption does not seem unreasonable.
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In summary, the full set of instrtunents included in matrix Z contains: (1) A product's
observed physical attributes x~,,,t; (2) Exchange rates between source and destination cotmtries,
or market specific time dummies; (3) the stuns of chazacteristics of other products belonging to
the same cltister, and the number of products belonging to the same cluster; and (4) the stuns
of characteristics, and number of other prodttcts made by the same firm and belonging to the
same cluster.
On the supply side, both the qttantity Q~ and the quota terms (that are functions of the
total car sales in each market) are likely to be correlated with the error term w~. In pazticular,
a relatively low unobserved marginal cost. w~ would lead the firm to prodttce a higher quantity
Q„ implying that the quantity coefficient would be biased downwazd; similar argtunents apply
to the qttota terms. Of cotuse, to the extent that Q~ refers to product j's world sales, and not
the individual sales in each market, the simultaneity bias is accentuated. Nevertheless, given
that for some products, sales in the five cotmtries in our sample constitute a large proportion
of total sales,31, it is important to instrument for the quantity and the q~iota terms. The list of
instruments we ttse on the supply side includes, in addition to all exogenous variables in (18),
the log of the product's sales in markets other than the five we consider in the estimation (as
long as these sales are positive), a dtunmy variable if the sales in other markets ate zero, and
interactions of Japanese product and destination market dtunmies.
5.3 Accounting for Heteroskedasticity and Autocorrelation
Given that in our data each model appears in several years and multiple markets, it is
important to accottnt for potential heteroskedasticity and atttocorrelation of the error terms
in the estimation procedtrre.

To this end, we considered two alternative procedttres.

The

first one is to average the sample moment conditions across time, as suggested by Berry et al
(1995), to obtain the moment conditions for each model in each market. This method allows
for arbitrary heteroskedasticity and atttocorrelation patterns in the error terms, bttt is not
necessarily ef6cient. The second approach is to impose a pazticular covariance structure, and
ttse that in compttting the weighting matrix S2 and the standard errors.

We considered the

following structure that we believe is plausible within the context of ottr application:

The tmobserved quality ~~m for product j in market m is asstuned to follow a first order
31This is especislly the case with ptoducts produced by firms registered in one of the sample countries; for
example, a large fraction of products produced by Italian firms is sold in Italy.
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autoregressive process:
Sjm,t

- rm ~jm,t-I f ~jmt

with E(u;,,,t) - 0, E(u~,,,t) -~~,,,, E(2ljmh ~jma) - 0 for t ~ s, and ~~r,,,~~ c 1, while
E(Sjmtr Sj'me)

- ~ J~.i ~ ~,

This specification, though restrictive, has the advantage of parameterizing the covariance structiire in a way that allows for heteroskedasticity and serial correlation that declines geometrically
over time, while limiting the number of additional parameters that need to be estimated.

A-priori, it is not clear which of the two methods is more efficient. We experimented with
both, and did not find a significant difference in the results (in both cases all parameters were
very precisely estimated). The residts we report below are derived using the second method.
6. Results
6.1 5ummary of Estimation Results
Demand: In the estimation of the demand parameters we experimented with two alternative
models:

one based on equation (8) (the nested logit), and one based on equation (9) (the

generalized extreme value model). The resiilts we obtained by estimating the second system,
however, did not support the structure we had imposed.

The estimation algorithm almost

always converged to p values well outside of the unit interval; the only exception was ~ance
where the estimates were consistent with the restrictions implied by irtility maximization. Based
on these results we had to conclude that the generalized extreme value model is simply not
supported by the data for the automobile market.

In contrast, the results we obtained by

estimating the nested logit were very reasonable, so we concentrated on that specification.
This sirbsection provides a brief overview of the demand estimation results; the implications
of these resiilts for price discrimination are explored in more detail in the next section. Table
5 provides a summazy of the relevant coefficients and their standard errors.

The demand system was estimated separately for each country. Most of the coefficients
were significantly dífferent across countries, thus supporting the separate estimation against
pooling of the data. However, inspection of the coefficients relating to price and physical car
charac.teristics indicated the existence of collinearity. To mitigate the impact of collinearity on
the results, we averaged these coefficients across countries, using the inverse of the variance of
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each coefficient as a weight.32 Accordingly, Table 5 reports only one price coefficient (a) for all
cotmtries.
In general, all coefficients (including the ones not reported in the table, such as the coefficients on physical car characteristics and time dummies) had the expected signs and were very
precisely estimated. The time dummies for each country are plotted in Figure 6; these capture
preference for autos relative to the outside good, and can thus be thought of as proxies for
macroeconomic effects that affect the likelihood of ptuchasing a new caz. It is interesting to
note that the time pattern of the dummies traces the business cycle in each country; the low
time dummy values in the eazly 1980's, for example, coincide with the recession in European
countries, the positive trend between 1985 and 1990 coincides with the rising income in these
countries, and the decline of the Italian time dummies after 1990 coincides with the recession
in Italy. These results are reassuring as their plausibility provides some indirect support for the
estimated specification.
Of particular interest are the country dummies reported in Table 5, that capture preferences
for cars originating from a particular country. In all four cotmtries in which there is domestic
production, consumers have a distinct preference for domestic cars, as indicated by the higher
coefficient for the domestic brands in each cottntry.a3
The other noteworthy coefficients are the p's, that capture the correlation pattern of the error
terms within each cluster. For each coimtry there are two p coefficients, one corresponding to the
distinction between foreign and domestic (pJ), and one corresponding to the distinction between
market segments (p~).34 Only in Belgium there is a single p coefficient as there are no Belgian
domestic brands, so the model reduces to a one-level nested logit, with the nests representing
32Alternatively, we could have estimated the demand system by pooling the data for al! countries, imposing
the same price and car attribute coefHcients for atl countries, and letting the p's and the origin dummies being
country specific. This specification would have been appealing, as it implies that consumer preferences for various
car attributes do not vary across markets, but there may be unobserved factors (proxied by the country dummies
and captured by cross-country differences in the p's) that account for differences in the demand patterns. We
did not putsue this alternative, because poohng of the data exceedingly complicates the covariance structure.
Our procedure of averaging (using appropriate weights) the coefficients potentially affected by collinearity is,
however, similar in spirit to the alternative just described.
33For example, in F~ance the largest country dummy is the one for French cars; in Italy for Italian cars, etc..
The country coefficients capture preferences relative to the U.K.; accordingly, the negative coefficients in the
U.K. column indicate that cars from countries other than the U.K. are valued less than British cars.
aaWe ~ experimented with specifications in which the p coefficients were allowed to be market segment
speci6c; this makes the model more fiexible. In all Sve countries, however, we failed to reject the hypothesis
that the p's were equal across different market segments, so we adopted the reported specification with only two
p coefhcients.
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different market segments. Note that t.he p parameters generally satisfy the restrictions imposed
by utility rnaxiinization; they lie in the unit. interval, and p~ is greater than or equal to p~. The
only exception is Germany, where p~ C p~; note, however, that the Wald test does not reject
t.he hypothesis that the two coefficients are equal in this country. The other interesting case is
the one of Italy; the coefficient p~ is equal to 1 there, implying that the model reduces to a onelevel nested logit, in which each nest inchides cars of the same market segment and the same
domestic~foreign statiLS. In short, we can summarize the pattern that emerges from Table 5 with
regard to the dernand structtue as follows: In Belgium the demand model reduces to a one-level
nested logit, as there are no domestic brands. In F~ance and the U.K. the demand structrue is
described by a two-level nested logit, with market segments and foreign~domestic representing
the t.wo levels of nesting. In Italy and Germany the model again reduces to a one-level nested
logit, but the nests look different in the two cases:

in Italy products compete closely only

with products of the same market segment and origin; in Germany, products compete closely
with products of the same matket segment irrespective of whether these products are foreign
or dorn~tic.

As we will see in the next. section, these differences in the nesting stnictures

suggested by our estimation results have implications for the substitution patterns, prices and
market power in each country.
Costs: The results from estimating the pricing equation (18) are srunmarized in Table 6.

In

the reported specifications we pooled the data for all countries, imposing the same coefficients
on physical characteristics; we also estimated separate pricing equations by producing coimtry,
but the coefficient estimates were not statistically different across countries, while the point
estimates were generally similaz to the ones in Table 6. In columns 1 and 2 we report the resiilts
that, were obtained by assuming Bertrand competition in all five countries.
have the expected signs and are precisely estimated.

All parameters

The positive coefficient of the foreign

firm dummy indicates that. foreign firms face a cost disadvantage. The size and significance of
the source country log wage coefficient indicate that marginal cost is sensitive to labor costs,
i.e., there are few substitution possibilities towards other production factors.

Note also the

coefficient on the log of the world production quantity for each model (LQU). The negative
point estimate is consistent with the existence of increasing reti~tns to scale. Note, however, that
in most. specifications this coefficient is not statistically significant and its magnitude is quite
small. We shoiild note that when we estimated the pricing eqtiation with OLS (hence ignoring
the potential endogeneity of the quantity and the quota variables), we obtained a substantially
larger (in absolute value) and statistically significant quantity coefficient (estimate of -0.02 with
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a t-statistic of -7.95). This is consistent with our expectations; if there exists an unobserved
component in marginal cost that causes quantities to be lazge when costs are low, then we would
expect the OLS estimate t.o be biased downwards. A coefficient similaz to the OLS estimate
was also obtained when the model was estimated without model fixed effects. Intuitively, when
model fixed effects aze not included in the estimation, increasing returns are identified solely
off the cross-section variation in quantities; models with large market shazes are associated
with lower marginal costs. Including fixed effects has the effect of removing from the error
term unobserved factors thàt may induce spurious correlation between cost and quantity, and
identifying increasing returns off the time variation in quantity of each model.
Of interest are also the year quota variables for Japanese cars. As Table 6 indicates, these
are jointly significant at any reasonable significance level. Figiue 7 plots the estimated quota
effects for each cotmtry; the estimates have the interpretation of Lagrange multipliers, thus
capttuing the restrictiveness of quantity constraints in each market. The plots are intiutive and
consistent with our expectations. In almost every year the quota effects are highest for Italy,
the country with the most stringent import constraints; Italy is followed by Fl~ance, and then
the U.K. and Germany, where the estimates were not statistically significant. A comparison of
Figure 7 with the data on Japanese quotas reported in Table 1(line 6) suggests that this order
corresponds exactly to the shares alloca.ted to the Japanese imports in each country. Another
interesting pattern that emerges from Figure 7 is that in each country the estimated Lagrange
multipliers are highest in years in which the Yen deprec.iates against the local ciirrency. This
is intuitive as a weaker Yen strengthens the position of Japanese producers, hence making the
import constraint more binding.
As indicated by Table 6, our estimated specifications include the log of the exchange rate
between the soiirce and destination country on the right hand side. Under the hypothesis that
marginal costs in each country do not contain a local component, the exchange rate coefficient
should be zero. A positive coefficient indicates that some fraction of the marginal costs occur in
local cturency, so that when the exporting cotmtry's ciurency appreciates against the importing
country's ctirrency, costs denominated in exporter currency go up. This result obvioiLSly has
implications for the degree of local currency price stability; we explore those in detail in the
next section. Since the restilts of the pricing-to-market regressions in section 3.3 indicated a
higher degree of local price stability in the U.K., we also experimented with a specification in
which the exchange rate is interacted with a U.K. diunmy (column 2). The estimated coefficient
is statistically significant, but too small in magnitude to support the hypothesis that marginal
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costs in the U.K. are affected by exchange rate changes by more than in other countries.
Note finally the estimated fixed effects for each cotmtry.

Their relative magnitudes are

plausible as t.hey imply that unobserved costs are highest in the U.K. and Germany, and lowest
in Belgittm.
estimates.

The obligatory use of catalytic converters in Germany is consistent with these
Regarding the U.K. fixed effect, it is common wisdom that cars in the U.K. are

better equipped t,han in the rest of Ettrope due to the existence of a well developed market for
company cars.35 In addition, dealer discotmts are reportedly larger in the U.K. than in the other
cotmtries.3ó

Since our estimation employs list prices, differences in discotmt practices across

cotmtries manifest themselves as differences in the country fixed effects in the cost equations.
The right-hand drive regttlation may also contribttte to higher costs. Another line of interpretation for the high fixed effect in the U.K. could foctis on differences in firm behavior, e.g.,
collusion in the U.K. Apazt from the magnitude of the cost fixed effect, the U.K. stands out as
the only European cotmtry in which the Monopolies and Merger Commission initiated a legal
investigation for collusive behavior. This prompted tts to explore the possibility of collusion in
the est.imation of the supply side of the model.
To this end, we reestimated the pricing equation (18) assuming collt~sion in the U.K., and
Bertrand competitíon in the other fotir cotmtries. As noted before, the assumption of collusion
changes the matrix 0 of own and cross-price derivatives in equation (18). The restilts from this
specification are reported in column 3 of Table 6. Ideally, we wotild like to employ a goodnessof-fit statistic to distinguish between the two alterative models, Bertrand vs. colhtsion. Both
models, however, explain the data qttite well and seem indistingttishable in terms of their
fit. Therefore we escorted t.o an alternative way of assessing their relative merit: examine the
estimated coefficients under the two specifications and assess which ones appear more plattsible.
Note that the coefficients in cohtmns 2 and 3 of Table 6 aze almost identical, except from one:
the fixed effect for the U.K., whic.h drops from 0.18 in the Bertrand specification to 0.05 in the
collusive one. Int.uit.ively, all the asstunption of colhusion does, is blow up the estimated markups
for the U.K., hence suppressing the magnitude of marginal costs. Nevertheless, while the U.K.
fixed effect ~timate appeazed too high under Bertaand, it seems too low under collusion, given
35The U.K. National Co~usumer Council (1990) reports that between 55 percent and 60 percent of all new
cars sold in the U.K. are bought by a company or as a business expense. In Germany and France, company
cars account (or around 15 percent of sales.
~B.E.U.C. and the U.K. Monopolies and Mergers Commission report discounts of up to 15oI'o in the U.K.
compared to a maximum of l001o in other countries. For company cars discounts are less well documented, but
the U.K. Monopolies and Mergers Commission reports that discounts to fieet customers probably vary between
16 and 2201o percent.
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the anecdotal evidence pertaining to better eqiripped cars and higher discounts in the U.K..
Given these results, it is impossible to make a definitive statement as to which behavioral
assumption is more appropriate for the U.K., even though it seems that some type of behavior
that is more collusive than Bertrand, but less collusive than joint profit maximization might
produce the most plausible fixed effects estimates.

6.2 The Sources of Price Differentials
Having estimated the demand and siipply parameters of the model, we now return to the
question we posed at the beginning: Why are prices so different across European countries?
Our estimation results suggest three main factors contributing to systematic price differences.
The first factor is differences in the demand patterns, and in pazticulaz, the existence of
a strong bias for domestic brands. This bias manifests itself in two forms in our estimation
residts. First, the country dummies in the demand estimation (see Table 5 and the discussion
in the previoiis section) tmambiguously demonstrate the existence of a strong preference for
domestic cars in each country. Second, the differences in the nesting structures, indicated by
the differences in the relative magnitudes of the p parameters, also have implications about the
intensity of competition between domestic and foreign brands.
Consider France and the U.K. first, the two countries in which the bi-nested logit structure
is siipported by the p estimates. The estimation results imply that consumers view products of
the same domestic~foreign status as closer substitutes than products of different origin. Hence,
when the price of a domestic (foreign) product goes up, they aze more likely to substitute
towards another domestic (foreign) product in the same class, than switching to a car of a
different nationality. This pattern is to be contrasted with Germany, where domestic and
foreign products are viewed as equally likely substitutes as long as they belong to the same
market segment. In Italy, on the other hand, the domestic~foreign distinction is even more
relevant for consumer behavior than in France and the U.K.; cars here compete closely only
with prodiicts that share the same market segment and the same domestic~foreign status. From
the consiuner's point of view, a German subcompact lies as far from an Italian subcompact, as
a German luxury car.
The implications of these estimates for the substitution patterns are summarized in Table
7, that lists the average own and cross-price elasticities of demand in each mazket. Note that
with the exception of Germany, the average price elasticity of demand for foreign cars is always
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- consistent with t.he existence of a home bias - higher than the corresponding elasticity for
domestic cars. This pattern is most. pronoimced in Italy which also has the lowest average price
elasticity.

The importance of the domestic~foteign distinction for consruner behavior in each

market is also reflected in the pattern of the cross-price elasticities; in all markets but Germany
the average cross-price elasticities bet,ween any two domestic (or foreign) cars are higher than
t.he cross-price elast.icities between domestic and foreign.

This pattern is again much more

pronounced in Italy than in the other countries.
What are the irnplications of t.hese differences in demand patterns for price dispersion?
Recall that the price of an automobile in eaclr cormtry can be decomposed into a marginal
cost and a mazkup component. The differences in elasticities translate into differences in the
cross-cormtry mazkups. The average relative markups (Lerner indices) are listed in the bottom
pazt of Table 7; again, they are broken down by foreign~domestic.
The one thing that strikes one immediately when comparing average mazkups across cormtries, is that. markups in Italy are substantially higher than in the other coimtries. In comparison, markup differences across the other cormtries are relatively small; in France, for example,
markups aze on average only by 201'o higher than in Belgiiun, while in the U.K. the difference
goes the other way, and markups are by 2~10 lower. Overall, however, these differences are too
small to generate economically significant price differences. In contrast, mazkups in Italy generate a 1401o difference in prices relative to Belgicun. As evident from the last two rows of Table
7, the high markups in Italy are primarily driven by the market power of domestic producers;
foreign car markups are approximately of the same magnitude as in the other countries.
Why does preference for domestic cars generate such a high degree of market power in Italy'?
The answer seems to lie in the fact that Fiat. occupies an almost monopoly position in Italy.
The substitution patterns implied by our estimates suggest that. when the price of a domcstic
car goes up, consumers are more likely to switch to another domestic car. But while in other
cormtries t.he substitute car may belong to a different firm, in Italy it is very likely produced by
the same firm, namely Fiat. It is this combination of home bias and a near monopoly position
of the domestic firm that seems t.o generate market power in Italy. In short, it appears that,
differences in the price elasticities of demand, that translate into differences in markups, can
explain a significant fraction of the price differentials in Italy relative to other countries. This
explanation however does not seem to fit the other expensive cormtry in our sample, the U.K.,
where the price elasticities of demand seem to be going the wrong way: they imply lower, and
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not higher prices, even though the difference is not statistically significant.
The second factor that generates price dispersion in the five European countries in our
sample is the differential impact of the quota constraints. These appear much more restrictive
in Italy and F~ance than in the other three coimtries. The higher prices of Japanese cars in Italy
and Fi~ance could hence be attributed to the quota constraints. To assess to what extent these
constraints also affect the prices of the other cars in each mazket, we reestimated the pricing
equation (18) for each country, omitting the Japanese yeaz~quota variables.

The resulting

increase in the fixed effect estimates for each country can be interpreted as the overall price (or
shadow marginal cost) increase generated by the existence of import constraints. According to
our restilts, this increase is approximately 2~o for F4~ance, lolo for the U.K., and 0.5P1o for Italy.37
In Germany, quota constraints do not affect costs or prices; this is of course to be expected
gíven that the Lagrange multipliers estimated for Germany were insignificant in all years. The
small impact of the quota constraints on overall costs and prices in Italy may seem surprising at
first, given that the Lagrange multipliers for Italy were significantly higher than for any other
country in our sample.

Note, however, that due to the extremely restrictive quota allocated

to Japanese imports in Italy (l01'0), the fraction of cars that aze affected by the quota is very
small (namely ca. l~o of the mazket). Hence, while the prices of Japanese cars aze significantly
higher in Italy than in the rest of Europe, their shaze in total sales is too small to drive the
overall higher prices docrunented in Italy.
The third factor generating price dispersion in Europe is unobserved costs, as proxied by
the country fixed effects in the pricing equation. These were disciissed in detail in the previoi~s
section, and it was shown that their magnitudes were generally plausible and consistent with
industry wisdom. Of particular interest is the U.K. fixed effect. Recall that our descriptive
analysis at the beginning of the paper demonstrated the two countries with the systematically
higher prices are Italy and the U.K.. While the demand side of the model can explain the higher
prices in Italy, it fails to accotmt for the high prices in the U. K.. The latter are explained entirely
by the supply side. As discussed earher, it is impossible to determine on the basis of oiir results
whether the high fixed effect estimate for the U.K. is due to better equipped cazs and higher
dealer discounts, or colh~sive behavior.
In summary, our estimation results suggest that approximately 20oI'o of the cross-country
price differentials can systematically be explained by structiiral demand side (in Italy) and
37All these figures are very precisely estimated, with t-statistics ranging from 6 to 20.
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supply side (in the U.K.) factors, that are unrelated to exchange rate variation.38 Nevertheless,
cross-cotmt.ry price differentials in each year tend to be significantly higher, approximately 30P1o
of the average car price as shown in the introduction. Hence there remains a lOPlo difference
to be explained. Ocu descriptive restilts in section 3.3. suggested that exchange rate volatility
plays an important role in year-t.o-year changes in price differentials. Therefore we now ttun
to a more syst,ematic investigation of the implications of otu estimates for local cturency price
stabilitv.

6.3 Local Currency Price Stability
To understand the implications of otu restilts for local crurency price stability, it is instructive to compare the pricing equations (14) and (15) to the pricing-to-mazket equation (2) we
estimated at the beginning of the paper. In the pricing-to-market literatrue, only prices and
exchange rates aze observed; accordingly, the challenge for the reseazcher is to find a way to
decompose the price variation into a component that reflects movements in the marginal cost,
aaid a component that reflects movements in the mazkup, without actually observing either
mazginal cost or markup. As discussed in section 3.3, this is achieved by testing for correlation
of export prices with exchange rates, while controlling for common across mazkets changes in
marginal costs through time effects, and product quality differences and~or constant mazkups
through cormtry irxed effects.
Compared to this approach, the advantage of estimating a fitlly specified model of supply
and demand is that it allows r~s to estimate the exact markups and mazginal costs in each market
and each year. This is evident from equations (14) and (15); prices denominated in exporter
crurency can now explicitly be decomposed into a marginal cost component ( eq ), the markup
(ea,,,tOj„t9mt), and a third component that is related to the existence of import constraints.
The pricing-to-market regressions established that local cturency prices remain relatively stable
when exchange rates fluctuate, so that. a lolo change in the exchange rate between an exporting
and an importing country leads to a 0.46Q1o change in the exporter currency price. In this section
we investigate the determinants of this local currency price stability; is it driven by changes in
the marginal cost, or does it reflect markup adjrtstment?
asIn particular, the combined results of Tables 6 and 7 suggest that in the U.K., ISolo of the price differential
relative to Belgimn can be attributed to unobserved fixed costs, while lolo is due to quota constraints; in Italy,
1401o is attributed to differences in the markups, 501o to unobserved costs and O.Solo to the quotas; in Germany,
1401o is attributed to cost differences, and ín F~ance 201o is attributed to markup differences, So1o to cost dífferences,
and 201o to the impact of the quota constraints.
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The results of the estimation of the pricing eqiiation reported in Table 6 speak directly to this
issue. Recall that when the exchange rate between the producing and the destination country
was included in the specification, the estimated coefficient was positive and highly significant.
This suggests the presence of a local component in marginal costs. Moreover, this component
appears to be economically significant. The point estimate of the exchange rate coefficient is
0.31, implying that a l01o appreciation of the exchange rate of the exporting country against the
currency of the destination mazket changes costs denominated in exporter ciurency by 0.31o-10.
This is a large effect, and naturally the question arises whether it is plausible.
To get a rough idea about the plausibility of this estimate, we went back to industry sources
and reports of the European Commission to collect some information about the importance of
local costs. Industry wisdom is that local costs are up to 35P1o of the value of a car.39

Even

though this mm7ber is vague and hazd to confirm, it gives us some idea about the order of
magnitude of exchange rate effects on costs.

In particular, suppose that markups remained

constant diuing periods of exchange rate volatility; then it is easy to show, using the firms'
first order conditions, that the expected effect of a modest exchange rate change on costs would
be amund 35Qlo.ao

Even though, in the absence of specific cost information, we are not able

to make more precise statements regarding the magnitude of the local component in marginal
cost, it seems safe to say that the 3101o coefficient the pricing equation estimation yields, appears
plausible.

The implications for local currency price stability are then straightforwazd. Out of the 46070
adjttstment of the export prices that the pricing-to-mazket regressions estimated, 3101o can be
attributed to a change in mazginal costs cat~sed by the exchange rate movement. The remaining
15P1o are due to markup adjustment. While this number is high, it is significantly lower than
the original 46Q1o suggested by the pricing-to-market results.
An alternative way to assess the extent of markup adjustment is to examine how the price
elasticities of demand change in response to price movements within our model. To this end, we
computed the derivative of the absolute value of the elasticity with respect to price; consistent
39See, for example, De Financieel Economische Tijd, January 15, 1998, for a reference to this number. This
relatively high number can be partly explained by the presence of many small dealers.
aoWe put emphasis here on the word amund Note that the statement that local costs are about
35010 of
the value of the car, is itself inconsistent during periods of exchange rate volatility, as exchange rate changes
affect the proportion of local costs in total costs. One way to interpret this statement is that exchange rate
movements are not too Iarge, so that the proportion of local costs, even though affected by the exchange rate
change, remains roughly of the same order of magnitude as before.
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wit,h our expectations, we consistently found t.his derivative to be positive, indicating that elasticities are increasing in price. In a ftirt.her step, we also comput.ed an analytical approximation
to the effect that a 1PIo cost increase would have on percentage markups within our model, in the
absence of a local component in marginal costs; this effect was on average -0.15, though there
was substant.ial variation across models. This again, is consistent with otu previous results on
the magnitude of t.he pricing-to-market coefficient and the impact. of exchange rates on costs.
Even though we plan t.o investigate the exact effects of exchange rates on prices in more
detail in a firt.ure paper using simttlations, a clear picture already emerges:

Exchange rate

fluctuations are not fully passed through on local prices, and have hence a significant impact on
cross-country price dispersion. This inertia of local cturency prices can be attributed to a large
extent t.o the existence of a local component in mazginal costs; this component accotmts for
approximately 2~3 of t,he change in export cturency prices cattsed by exchange rate movements.
The other 1~3 is dne to markup adjustment that can in ttun be traced back to chartges in the
perceived elast.icities of demand during periods of exchange rate volatility.

7. Conclusiou
In this paper we set out to investigate t.he sources of price dispersion in European cotmtries
paying partictilar attention t.o the role of exchange rates. Oiu restilts suggest that across the 14
years of our sarnple, there is an average price difference of 20P1o between the U.K. and Italy, and
the cheapest cotmtry in our sample, Belgium. This price difference is attributed primarily to
cost. and discount differences in the U.K., and to price discrimination related to the existence
of domestic brand bias in Italy. Around this 2001o mean, there are substantial Auctuations from
year to year, with cross-cotmtry price differentials becoming as large as 35-4001o in individttal
years. These fluctuations can be attributed to the incomplete response of local currency prices
to exchattge rate changes. The local currency price st.ability reflects both the existence of a local
component in marginal costs, and price discrimination (markup adjustment) that is correlated
wit.h exchange rate volatility.
If one were t.o judge the effects of the impending EMU on price dispersion based on these
resttlts, one would conclude that the EMU will very likely eliminate the yeaz-to-year volatility
observed in our data, but cross-country ptice differences will not completely disappear without
fiuther measures to harmonize requirements and promote integration.

Of course, given that

local currency prices tend to exhibit stability over time, the particular levels at which exchange
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rates will be fixed at the outset of the EMU, will be important.

In 1993, for example, the

exchange rate parities were such, that price differentials were almost eliminated across countries.
By 1998, the U.K. has again become substantially more expensive than the rest of Europe. If
exchange rates remained fixed at the current level in the futtire, the U.K. wotild likely remain
more expensive.41

With the EMU a few months away, these predictions will of course be soon put to a test.
The EMU will provide an unprecedented experiment for the piupose of assessing the role of
exchange rate in generating cross-country price dispersion. Biit the actual data required to
evaluate the effects of this experiment are at least a few years away. We hope that this exercise
will provide some useful insights in the mean time.

41On the other hand, the U.K. will not yet be part of the EMU in 1998.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics for the European Car Market'

BE

FR

GE

IT

UK

1980 value-added tax (in olo)

25

33

13

18

23

1990 value-added tax (in 9'0)

25

25

14

19

24

384.4
(48.9)

1920.3
(192.1)

2508.9
(359.7)

1908.0
(293.4)

1704.1
(248.9)

N~A

5-40

30-60

10-75

1-50

21.6

3.1

15.5

1.8

11.3

7.7

(1.9)

(.5)

(1.5)

(1.3)

(.6)

(1.0)

3.0

15.0

1.0

I1.0

Total sales (in 1,000 units)

Parallel imports (in 1,000 units)

Japanese market shate (in oI'o)

Japanese quota (in olo)
Domestic market share (in olo)

2.5
(.4)

66.6
(5.1)

70.2
(4.0)

58.2
(6.2)

55.1
(4.0)

European average (in o!o)

1.6
(.5)

24.6
(2.6)

33.4
(1.9)

16.7
(1.4)

12.1
(1.5)

16.3
(1.8)
(VW)

33.5
(1.7)
(PSA)

30.2
(1.2)
(VW)

53.9
(5.2)
(Fiat)

28.7
(3.3)
(Ford)

Cl-ratio (in q)

tAnnual averagea over 198Q-93. Standard deviationa ín parenthesis.

ALL

8412.3
(892.4)

15.7
(I.6)
(Fiat)

Tàble 2: Hedonic Price Regressions

Dependent variable: log(price) in ECUs
Number of Observations: 7212

Variable

Constant
Horsepower

Weight
Width
Height
Log value-added tax

Coefficient
(Std)

Coeócient
(Std)

7.9562
(.0794)
.0076
(.0001)
.0003
(0)
.0051
(.0004)
-.0011
(.0003)
.0526
(.0250)

7.6668
(.0784)
.0076
(.0001)
.0003
(0)
0051
(.0004)
-.0011
(.0003)
-.1561
(.0229)
.0207
(.0037)
-.5119
(.0142)
-.4171

Exr

Mini

-.5119
(.0142)
-.4171
(.0121)
-.3438
(.Olll)
-.2546
(.0094)
-.1493
(.0088)
-.2142
(.0102)

-.3438
(.Olll)
-.2546
(.0094)
-.1493
(.0088)
-.2142
(.0102)

Firm dummies

p-value: .0000

~value: .0000

Source~time dummies

p-value: .0000

p-value: .0000

Market~time dummies

~value: .0000

p-value: .0000

97

.97

1.78

1.82

Small
Medium
Large
Executive

Luxury

(.0121)

Sports (normalized)

R-squared
Durbin-Watson statistic

T'able 2 continued: 95~1o Confldence Interval for Destinatlon Effects~

Country ` Year

1980

1985

1990

1992

1993

10-18

16-22

2-8

3-9

2-7

-

4-12

(-3)-5

3-12

5-13

Italy

11-17

19-27

1~-16

12-19

(-3)-2

United Kingdom

30-36

26-32

1fr22

13-19

(-3)-5

Ftance

Germany

zBased on hedonic price regreesion, mlumn 1 o(~ble 2. All numbere are percent deviatiom
from the hedonic pricee in Belgium that are normalized to zero every year.

Table 3: Pricíng-to-market CoefHcienta
(by source country and destination market)

v,m - a, } Qm
Q,.n
Q,,,,

-

1~ local currency price atability
0~ full exchange rate pass-through

Be

F~

Ge

It

Ja

Ko

NL

Sp

Sw

UK

p,

.4176
(.2582)

.4445
(.0574)

.2478
(.0556)

.5684
(.0664)

.2017
(.0687)

2096
(.3528)

.1632
(.2800)

.7395
(.1918)

.6905
(.1172)

7910
(.0977)

S,

.O1

.25

.33

.17

.O7

. 001

.005

. 028

.O1

.12

.0281
(.0338)

-.0757
(.0470)

-.0132
(.0420)

Qm

.2024
(.0360)

7àble 4: Convergence Resulta
Flill sample

1980-90

1987-93

1987-91

Conv

-.06
(.04)

-.07
(.02)

.O6
(.06)

-.04
(.03)

-.36
(.08)

-.06
(.04)

-.24
(.09)

-.02
(.04)

Dexr

-

-.84
(.04)

-

-.81
(.O6)

-

-.90
(.06)

-

-.96
(.09)

RZ

.04

86

.03

.82

36

.91

.22

.88

Table 5: Results from the Demand Estimationa
(selected ccefficients)

Be

F'r

Ge

It

UK

Number of observations

1351

1196

1077

1027

1221

P1

.39
(.12)
-

.31
(.O6)
.56

.42
(.10)
.39

.45
(.07)
1.01

.35
(.O6)
.44

125.9
(9.6)

(.11)
125.9
(9.6)

(.13)
125.9
(9.6)

(.23)
125.9
(9.6)

(.14)
125.9
(9.6)

5.34

.16

5.77

31

.37
(.32)

.95
(.15)

.69
(.25)

39
(.15)

-.65
(.11)

99
(.36)
.76
(.30)
70
(.30)
.07
(.32)
1.01
(.34)

.38
(.11)
-.Ol
(.09)
-.08
(.08)
-.12
(.16)
-.O1
(.11)

1.68
(.45)
.70
(.24)
.74
(.28)
.47
(.32)
.89
(.27)

.65
(.17)
1.25
(.25)
-.45
(.21)
21
(.24)
.64
(.24)

-.15
(.10)
-1.06
(.18)
-.90
(.14)
-1.58
(.25)
-.61
(.14)

P~
a

Wald-statistic for p~ - p~
Preference for:
FY~ance
Germany
Italy
Japan
Spain
Sweden

3Standard erron in parenthesie.

Table 8: R.esulta from Estimation of the Pricing Equation4

Conatant
Foreign firm disadvantage
France fixed effect
Germany fixed effect
Italy fixed effect

UK Sxed effect
LHW
LWI
LHE
LQU
GWAGE
LEXR

Bertrand

Bertrand

-4.62
(1.23)
.04
(.47)i02)
.06
(.561r02)
.14
(.591r02)
.O5
(.74)i02)
.19
(.70)r02)
1.42
(.O5)
8.60
(.92)
3.23
(.81)
-.381r02
(.30E-02)
.36
(.04)
.31
(.02)

-4.60
(1.23)
.04
(.48~02)
.O6
(.561r02)
.14
(.59)r02)
.05
(.74)ï02)
.18
(.72E-02)
1.43
(.05)
8.58
(.92)
3.21
(.81)

LEXRU

Time dummies
Model fixed effects
Japaneae quota year dummies

p-value: .00
p-value: .00
p-value: .00

I Collusion in UK
-4.81

(1.2s)

-.40E - 02
(.18~02)

.03
(.49E02)
.O6
(.58)ï02)
.14
(.611r02)
.05
(.76E-02)
.05
(.731r02)
1.45
(.05)
8.98
(.94)
3.18
(.83)
-.68E-02
(.31)r02)
.37
(.04)
.31
(.02)
-.O1
(.18~02)

p-value: .00
p-value: .00
p-value: .00

p-value: .00
p-value: .00
p.value: .00

-.31~02
(.30)r02)
.36
(.~)
.31
(.02)

`Aeronym explanation:
LHW:
LWI:
LHE:
LQU:
LW AGE:
LF,XR:
LEXRU:

log of horaepower~weight
log of width
log of height
log of world produdion qumtity
log of the wage of the producing country
log of exchange between eource and deetination country ( eource curtency unita~deetination curtency unite)
LEXR' Dummy [or the UK

làble 7: Substitution Patterns and Markups
in the 5 European Countries (in 1990)

Be

FY

Ge

It

UK

at~,
81n p,

-5.77

-5.60

-5.74

-4.09

-6.21

for domestic cars (81n~)
alnp.

-5.77

-5.37

-6.09

-3.63

-6.03

-

-5.98

-4.96

- 4.51

-6.45

.035

.047

. 035

.029

.040

.035

.170

015

.111

076

for foreign cars ~e~~
alnp,

.054

.033

.038

.044

between domestic and foreign ~e~~
81nyi

.015

043

.220)r05

.030

between foreign and domestic ( g~"~
81n yi )

.024

.036

913)ï05

.025

0.21
0.22
0.18

0.19
0.18
0.22

0.33
0.40
0.23

0.17
0.17
0.16

Average price elasticity

for foreign cars (e~)
81n y~

Average cross-price elasticity ( 81np~)
for domestic cars ( 81nsd)
a~

Average markup
Average markup Eor domestic cars
Average markup for foreign cars

0.19
0.19
-
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